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Arrowsmith '89 is off to
graduate school.
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For many of us, graduation
from college marks one of
life's most important
passages. Who can forget
the nervous anticipation that
precedes an academic or
professional career not yet
defined? This issue of the
Rock explores the choices
Whittier graduates make
upon leaving the campus
that was home to them for
four important years.
The first article features
Vanessa Mills '89 describing
her choice to enter the work
world. The second features
Ramon Arrowsmith '89
writing about his plans for
graduate studies. Vanessa's
and Ramon's experiences
reflect where most Whittier
graduates go from here: on
to grad school or a job.
According to a recent report
by Whittier's Career
Planning and Placement
Center, 57% of last year's
graduates work full time,
and 27% attend graduate or
professional school.
Vanessa's and Ramon's
stories are just as much
about growing up —and all
things exhilarating and
painful associated with that
process—as they are about
choice. It takes courage, as
well as the smarts and
perseverance symbolized in
a newly-obtained sheepskin,
to forge ahead into life's next
phase. So, salud, Class of
'89. Here's wishing you a
future so bright, you've got
to wear shades.

Sandra Sarr
Editor
The Rock

President's Corner

This is the last issue of the Rock and the final President's
Corner to appear during my presidency. Through the years I
have enjoyed the opportunity to share my thoughts with
alumni and to comment upon important educational and
campus issues.
I will always be grateful for the friendly and thoughtful
support that alumni have provided the college. It has meant
so much to have a growing number of Poets who have
become involved in the life of the college and of the law
school. Your interest in education and your caring concern
for Whittier have given new strength to our programs.
We have made excellent progress during the past ten years.
The growing reputation and national visibility of our
undergraduate and law programs have made all of us
increasingly proud to be associated with Whittier College.
The progress that we have made would not have been
possible without alumni interest and support.
While Dotty and I feel a bit wistful about leaving a college
and a community we love, certainly we are excited about the
new responsibilities that we will have in the years ahead.
Elderhostel is a great and rapidly growing worldwide
initiative and it will be challenging to produce a book that
will do justice to this international educational program.
Thank you again for your warm friendship across ten
memorable years.

Hr
Eugene S. Mills
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THE GRADUATES

By Vanessa Mills

39 ... 38. . . 37 days 'tilgraduation. Everyone tells
me to stop counting, that I'll be in the real world" soon
enough, only to long for the wild and carefree life of
a student. Wild, sometimes. Carefree, definitely not.
I have enjoyed my Whittier College education, in
spite of the blood, sweat and all-nighters. I have, however,
reached my tolerance level for ten-page papers about
the psychographic influences on the consumption patterns of the Peruvian warthogs. Unlike many of my
friends, I'm temporarily removing myself from the formal education process.
I have no desire at this time in my life to sit in a
classroom for another two years. Despite the best efforts of my adviser and professors, lam off to enter the
business world and make some bucks a lot easier said
than done.
continued

By

Ramon

Arrowsmith

Reality hit home when I realized that I was happily oblivious to the registration process for fall classes.
My friends were chasing down adviser and instructor
signatures, writing graduation plans, while I was mired
in the final stages of my seniorthesis—nearly oblivious
to all else. My undergraduate career at Whittier College
was drawing to a close.
An interest in geology and the twisted road that
has led to my matriculation into the School of Earth
Sciences at Stanford University began in the spring of
my freshman year. Still undecided about my course of
study, I tested the waters by taking a course in
volcanology taught by the infamous Dr. Horacio Ferriz.
I was mistaken about when the session class began and
missed the first four lectures. But Dr. Ferriz found me
and helped me get caught up. I received the best
grade in the class. Pumped up with his praise, and my
interest piqued, I nibbled at the bait that Horacio and
other geology faculty had laid out. I saw the opportunity for some serious, one-on-one work with Horacio
and Dr. Dallas Rhodes.
continued

JOB SEARCH AHEAD
I've faced many challenges in my young life, but
the "job search" has quickly become the most difficult
of all. I must admit, however, that frequently I've been
at the right place at the right time. Nevertheless, I have
not found the "You Are Here" road sign yet.
I do know that I
am headed for San Jose.
was invited to interview for an
Once I had made the difficult decision of where
internship at THE advertising
to start this trek, there
were many more tough
agency of the '80s and beyond:
decisions.
I hadn't planned
Chiat/Day. To work there—
on going back home.
at the heart of a creative temple—
Like many before me, I
fell in love with Whittier
that would be my Harvard.
and the Southern California lifestyle. (Did
someone say beach?) I hadn't realized how much I
was going to miss Whittier until I took a tour of the
city museum. Whittier College is an extension of the
town, a place where people actually know and care
about each other. You have to like that in a town. Still,
my heart is calling me back home. But if the prospects look dim in San Jose after a year, I'll be singing "Do You Know the Way to L.A.?"

Having decided to focus my efforts to the north,
I had to get down to the nitty gritty
what did I
want to be now that I was grown up and in possession of a degree in European Studies with an
emphasis on marketing? (During my junior year I
decided that the Foreign Service wasn't for me.)
After a bit of soul searching, I knew there was
only one thing I could do. I had to let the creative
side of me be free and apply for positions that would
allow me to write to my heart's desire. I didn't want
to be a journalist, so public relations and advertising
seemed to be logical options. Or at the very least, a
creative company like Apple Computer. So, advertising or Apple Computer it would be.
By November, winning the California state lottery seemed more probable than getting a job at
either one. I even had connections at Apple from
working there last summer. I began to send my
"Vanessa On Paper" sheet through the appropriate
channels and in return received some nicely written
"we think you're great, but.
letters which I added
to my round file.
Next thing I knew, it was February and Panic Attack #1 struck. It sounded like this: I'm graduating in
four months and I don't have a job. Just as I was
about to sink into a well of frustration, C.J. Cole '82
came to my rescue with her wisdom and a little bit

The next fall, I took Introduction to Geology
and was asked to accompany Horacio's Mineralogy
class on a field trip to the Sierra Nevada Mountains.
The idea that one could actually be working while
enjoying the outdoors struck me as very crucial.
I continued to take
geology classes and
felt odd, wearing my coat and
wrote my Whittier
Scholars Program Edutie, typing an application for an
cational Design with emaward I would not need if my
phases on Spanish and
geology. I studied the
coat-and-tie attempt were
history and philosophy
of science in Spanish
successful. / had to cover all
with Dr. Rafael Chabran
as a balance for my conthe bases, just in case.
vergent geological
studies. Each new concept helped to form my world view and each time I
gained appreciation for the profundity and dynamic
nature of the earth. During this time, I realized that
graduate school was my destination. I felt I could contribute the most by learning more.
In August, Dallas Rhodes and I went out to the
Carrizo Plain (north of Santa Barbara about 75 miles)
to look at the offset stream channels along the San
Andreas Fault that were destined to be the subject
of my Senior Project, and possibly future graduate study. While there, we formulated a plan for
my application to domestic geology programs for
graduate study.

COVERING ALL BASES
In October, as I was requesting application
materials, Dr. Bill Wadsworth gave me an application
form for the National Science Foundation (NSF)
Graduate Fellowship. The application required that I
submit a "Proposed Plan of Study," and a "Statement of Previous Research Experience." I wrote the
two essays and Dallas critiqued them. I had also
applied for the Rhodes Scholarship and in early
December I received the good news that I was a
finalist for New Mexico. I went to Albuquerque (my
hometown) for a whirlwind visit and interview. My
application for the NSF Graduate Fellowship was not
yet complete and was due postmarked the same
day as the Rhodes interview. After my interview in
the morning, I went to the house of my high school
buddy (who was also in the Rhodes competition)
and typed my final application on his father's typewriter. I felt odd, wearing my coat and tie, typing an
application for an award that I would not need if my
coat-and-tie attempt were successful. I had to cover
all the bases, just in case. In the early evening, and
after an agonizing day, the Rhodes finalists for the
Pacific region were announced. I was not one of them,
probably because of my lack of formal leadership experience in college. I went to my parent's house,
somewhat dejected. I had yet to mail my NSF application, so my mother ran out and mailed it for me.
A GOOD INVESTMENT
After this minor setback, I attacked my other
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of magic. A wave of her literary wand turned my
resume into a more marketable one.
CHIAT/DAY, MY HARVARD
Meanwhile as I sent out 'Round 2: The Resume
Returns," I was invited to
interview for an internletter from my father today
ship at THE advertising agency of the
told me that he couldn't
'80s and beyond: Chiat/
Day. To work there at the
believe that the scared little girl
heart of a creative
he left at Ball Hall four years ago
temple would be my
Harvard.
had turned into a mature young
Well, it doesn't
look like I'm going to
woman who was ready to take
my Harvard. The first
interview of my proher place in the world.
fessional career will
go down as a learning
experience. I will never go into an interview again
without knowing what the CEO eats for breakfast.
Even though I blew the interview, it provoked
a lot of thoughts and questions. I had to think about
whether or not I was willing to take an unpaid internship to get my foot in the door. Would I do anything
to get into advertising? I still don't know

the answer to that question.
I was waiting for the results of Round 2 when
Spring Break arrived. I can't say that I was too
happy about going home without having any interviews lined up. I had no one to blame but myself,
though, because I had delayed in sending out my
resumes. The night before I left I was in Margaritaville (El Patio Restaurant in uptown Whittier) with
my favorite alumnus, Alan Davidson '62, who has
tried his best to play mentor.
He told me I should talk to someone by the name
of Bill Valle '84 at Pacific Bell. Coincidentally,
I had mailed my resume to that very man only a
week before. First thing Monday morning, I was on
the phone to Bill Valle and finally a positive response
was found. Pac Bell was indeed interested in me.
NOT ANOTHER TEST
Before being granted an interview, I needed to
pass a Business Aptitude Test. I'll be the first to
admit that my PSAT, SAT, GRE, ETCs were never
spectacular. Tests aren't my forte. I trekked up to
San Francisco in my power suit and joined several
others who looked a lot like me, (wanna be yuppies)
to take the test. It wasn't excessively difficult, but it
was the kind of test that provokes fears of making
the "Careless Error." (I've been plagued by those
continued

applications over Christmas break, but I did not finish
them before the beginning of my Field Geology class
in January interim. During the class, I was to be out
in the field for most of the month, and all of my applications were due during January. Somewhat worried, especially since my Princeton application was
due in three days, I Federal Expressed my threequarters-finished applications to my mother, who
once again came to the rescue. Another important
reason for my need for parental assistance was the
steep application fees:
$35 for each of the
ere was one of the most
seven applications. It
was a good investment.
important places in science, and
In February, things
there I was, actually speaking to the
started to happen. I had
not anticipated the
author of one of my textbooks!
receptions that my applications received.
I felt like one of the mortals going to
First, Dallas asked me,
"How would you like to
Mount Olympus to visit the gods.
go to Princeton, lad?" I
was astounded. The
folks at Princeton told him I was "on the list the
department sent to the Graduate School."
Things were looking really good when the next
week, Kerry Sieh at California institute of Technology,
the "god" of the San Andreas Fault, called me and
said that I was being offered full tuition and a $1,000
per month stipend for living expenses. He also wanted
me to visit him at Caltech. I was really high by this

time. Here was one of the most important places in
science, and there I was, actually speaking to the
author of one of my textbooks! I felt like one of the
mortals going to Mount Olympus to visit the gods.
The next week, I got a call from Dr. Neil Lundberg at Princeton who said that my application was
very favorably accepted by their department, and that
they, too, were offering full tuition and a $1,000 per
month stipend, as well as a $2,000 prize to be used
as I saw fit in my research! What was Ito do? Dr. Lundberg Federal Expressed me tickets for a visit the next
day, and I was off to Princeton. I was really nervous,
but happy that I was actually able to keep up with
these guys when they were talking geology. I left
Princeton pretty sure that it was my destiny. The
proposed project on which I would work was an
investigation of the plate tectonics and associated
sedimentation near Taiwan.
Then, I got a call from Dr. Bob Yeats (he once
taught at Whittier College and his wife, Eugenia '67,
is an alumna) from Oregon State University. He offered me the chance to help him prepare a map of
South America and all of its active faults. I was very
tempted because of his previous work and style, as
well as the opportunity to work in South America,
where I could use my Spanish.
A week later, I received a call from Dr. Bob
Anderson at UC Santa Cruz. He told me of his work,
which has been mostly focused on the ways that
sand grains move on dunes. He wanted to diversify
his interests, however, perhaps into some studies of
continued
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since third grade multiplication tests.) For once the
careless error didn't get me; I had an interview.
All I can say is that I gave it my best shot. Bill
Valle was as nice and interesting as everybody said
he was. He tried not to be biased toward someone
from his alma mater, but I secretly wished that
he would.
With less than a month until graduation, I've had
more than my share of no's from advertising agencies
and am reconsidering my choice of career.
I know that I won't take just any job after
May 21, commencement. If Pac Bell offers me a job
in their management training program, I have a bit
of re-evaluating to do. I'm interested in being a
manager, and I'm naturally inclined to be a leader.
I'm not sure, however, how well a stringent corporate environment will help me to obtain my longterm goals.
Ideally, I'd like to step off the fast track in a
few years with enough expertise in a field to enable
me to be a consultant. A family fits into my scheme
of life, but not while working full time. It's still hard
to fathom that the time has actually come for me to
make such decisions. A letter from my father today
told me that he couldn't believe that the scared little
girl he left at Ball Hall four years ago had turned into
a mature young woman who was ready to take her

place in the world. Am I scared of what's ahead? No.
Four years at Whittier College have prepared
me for just about anything. I've been stranded in
an Italian train station, been deluged by due dates
and have balanced more over-spent budgets than
I cared to. I chose to put an emphasis on extracurricular activities and not on my studies, although
I have accumulated an exceptional grade point
average. But my GPA won't get me a job as much as
my experiences will. These activities also have given
me the confidence to pass up a sure bet in Whittier
and pursue the right job opportunity that I know is
lurking just around the corner. Okay, so I may be a
little worried after May 21st when the first rent check
is due, but until then I'm going to sit in the sun, sip
a margarita and savor these final moments of my
carefree college days.

high mountain lakes in Bolivia. He also wanted
me to visit, so during spring break, I went to Santa
Cruz to spend time with my girlfriend and to visit
their Geology Department. I was impressed with
their integrated approach to the solution of geological problems.
When I returned to Whittier from spring break,
there was a Telex from Stanford congratulating me
on my receipt of an NSF Fellowship. I was really
surprised, and accepted their invitation to visit. The
weather was very nice, and it seemed as if the
buildings shimmered of gold (which is not so untrue
considering the wealth of the university.) The faculty
were very impressive, and I spent two days talking
with them. Another important plus for Stanford was
its proximity to the United States Geological Survey
Offices in Menlo Park, about one mile away from
the university. The Survey has a good working relationship with the School of Earth Sciences, and
Survey people teach classes and serve on student
graduate committees. I went out with the students
one night and saw that although they were very intelligent and hard-working, they also liked to have a
good time.

The National Science Foundation Graduate
Fellowship pays $12,300 per year and full tuition, so
money was not a problem. While visiting schools, I
realized that I was undecided about specific plans
of study, so I decided
the broadest opportunities were at Stant seemed as if the buildings
ford. Everywhere else,
there was already
shimmered of gold (which is not
something established
on which I might work,
so untrue considering the wealth
and my concern was
of the university).
about making a commitment to work on
something that I might not like later. It was incredibly
hard to decide and I felt bad about telling those at the
schools I did not choose.
Now that I am surely attending Stanford, I must
address things like housing (not a cheap thing in Palo
Alto).

MAKING THE CHOICE
After my visit to Stanford, the rough part began.
Each opportunity was so intriguing, yet different. Furthermore, I had to decide where I wanted to live for
the next five years. The connections I make will determine my professional future, too. The decision was
the toughest I have had to make.

Vanessa has accepted an internship in the
media planning department of her Harvard,
Chiat/Day in San Francisco—Ed.

RETURNING THE FAVOR
Mythesis workwill hopefully be published in some
of the prominent geological journals. The subject, if I
had to say now, would be a study of the relation between
landforms (like rivers) and structure (like faults), and how
one can tell about the other.
After my education is complete, I hope to continue
research and then get a job as a professor. I enjoy the
life of the mind, and since some of the most important
people in my life have been teachers, I feel I should return
the favor.

Michael Bazyler pauses
from the two-day seminar
"Conducting Business With
the Soviet Union" which he
organized. Held at the
Whittier College School of
Law, the seminar attracted
more than 100 participants.

Photo Robert Levi,,,

Glasnost Offers Bullish Market, Bearish Laws

Christopher Osakwe, one of only five Western lawyers
licensed to practice in the Soviet Union, surprised listeners
with his assessment of the joint venture law.

After the Soviet Union announced laws to attract foreign
investment, an American attorney traveled to the country in
1987 to negotiate a contract to sell industrial-size, food
processing equipment. A Soviet representative carefully
considered the deal.

"Some measures of the joint venture law. . . are patently
unconstitutional," he said.
Despite the constitutional problems, the opportunity of
tapping a market of 280 million Soviet citizens is a powerful
lure. Nearly 200 Western companies have formed joint
ventures in the Soviet Union since 1987. Although most of
the joint ventures have been with Western European
companies, a few American businesses are testing the waters.

He said he would buy the $500,000 machine on a trial
basis—about 1,000 machines would do.
It seems perestroika could work for America, too.
With 280 million consumers, the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics is a large target of opportunity for Western
capitalists. But attorneys and businessmen at an international
law symposium at Whittier College School of Law last
weekend pointed to a host of perils in trading with the
Soviets.

International Law Professor Michael Bazyler credited General
Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev for realizing that the Soviet
economy must have radical economic and political reform to
remain an economic power in the 21st century. He said the
law on joint ventures and cooperatives may be the beginning
of that change.

The speakers provided sobering insights into the Soviet legal
system and laws, including legislation that took effect this
week that permits Soviet enterprises to trade directly with the
West.

"The Soviet joint venture law and the cooperative movement
may, in effect, be the first step toward reaching the longsought dream of the Western capitalist: to open up the vast,
untapped consumer market, and the tremendous natural
resources of the Soviet Union, to the West," he said. "The
lure to make money has taken hold in the Soviet Union and is
bringing East and West closer together."

Foreign Control Allowed
The most controversial topic was a Soviet resolution passed
Dec. 2, 1988, which amends Decree No. 49 on Joint
Enterprises of Jan. 13, 1987, governing joint ventures in the
U.S.S.R. The amendments allow foreign partners to own a
majority stake, up to 90 percent of equity, and to appoint a
non-Soviet citizen as general manager of a joint venture.

Excerpted from an April, 1989, article by William Vogeler.
Reprinted with permission from the Los Angeles DailyJournal.

The amendments also address labor issues, exemption from
customs duties, convertibility of the Russian ruble and more
direct trading between Soviet citizens and foreigners.
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On Campus

Whittier Scholars, The First Ten Years

virtually created his or her own course of study, the college
program lacked an overall coherence or continuity.

By Nina Santo

"When we designed the Scholars Program, we tried to
incorporate the best ideas of that earlier curriculum by
keeping the educational design concept and allowing
students some degree of control," Archer said. "However, we
identified specific qualities and abilities an ideal graduate
should have, and then tried to structure the program to
promote those qualities." Archer added that the combination
of three required Scholars seminars (including the infamous
"What Are Human Beings?" and "What Is Reality?"), a senior
project which must be completed in several stages and a
careful advisement system add much-needed coherence to
the program. In addition, the program is designed to serve
just 10-15% of the student population. "Any more than that
would be difficult to manage," Archer said.

In the shade of an oak tree, one group shared thoughts about
homelessness in America. "Beyond meeting one-night shelter
needs, do we provide any sort of re-entry programs for
homeless people?" a young woman asked. "Why isn't shelter
among the basic human rights we value so highly in this
country?" asked another voice in the group.
Similar discussion groups dotted the landscape at Pilgrim
Pines, the site for the Whittier Scholars Program's (WSP) tenth
anniversary retreat. Discussions covered a wide range of
topics from "Are Personal Ethics Possible?" and "Dual Career
Marriages," to "Can Big Cities Be Made Liveable?"
The Whittier Scholars Program represents a unique approach
to undergraduate education, and so its unorthodox approach
to a reunion was no surprise. No cocktail parties for this
crowd. Instead, with the San Jacinto mountains for a
backdrop and the smell of apple blossoms in the air, Whittier
Scholars past and present gathered on a warm April day to
compare notes, talk about issues and experiences, and
celebrate the tenth anniversary of the Scholars Program.

"Whittier Scholars is not a take-whatever-you-want,
experimental program," asserted Jerry Forster '87, who
majored in English. "You design your own curriculum, but
there is a lot of faculty guidance."

Not For Everyone
What sorts of students find their way into the Scholars
Program? Many of them would echo the sentiments of
Perspectives On Human Behavior major Cathy Pearce '81,
who told a Los Angeles Times reporter, "For better or worse, I
am an overachiever who likes control. So it wasn't enough for
me to sit back and let someone else—the faculty or
administration—make decisions for me."

Curriculum Reform
More than a decade ago, when WSP was in the planning
stages, a movement to reform general education programs at
colleges and universities was taking hold nationwide. General
education was called a "disaster area" by the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching and the
Harvard Task Force on the Core Curriculum recommended a
specific set of graduation requirements to provide what it
regarded as the essentials of an educated person, according to
a recent article in Liberal Education.

Others, like senior theatre arts major Jack Millis, who directed
You're A Good Man, Charlie Brown as his senior project earlier
this year, might suggest that a traditional curriculum doesn't
allow the flexibility that such a time-intensive project requires.

It was that same question—what are the characteristics of an
educated person?—according to Richard Archer, professor of
history and associate academic dean for the Whittier Scholars
Program, which served as the point of departure for a
curriculum reform movement at Whittier. The result was the
Scholars Program in 1978-79, and in 1982, the Liberal
Education Program. Several current faculty members,
including Anne Kiley, Michael Praetorius, Emelie Olson,
Stephen Overturf and Archer, helped propose the Scholars
Program.

Forster asserted simply, "You have to be a risk-taker to be a
Whittier Scholar. An intellectual rebel."

That Inevitable Question
When faced with the inevitable question, "Why has the
Whittier Scholars Program flourished when other contracteducation programs have fallen by the wayside in the last ten
years?" Archer responded, "The Scholars Program has its
roots in the experimental days, but we take seriously our
responsibility to provide students with general direction and
goals. The faculty advisers to the program have high
expectations for the students." Tongue in cheek, he added,
"No one has graduated with a degree in frisbee yet."

In the 1970s, Whittier's courses were taught in a modular,
rather than semester format. All students were required to
create an educational design which incorporated courses in a
field of concentration (including intensive and supportive
areas), and a contrasting field. Designed to encourage
personal development, this curriculum allowed for a great
deal of flexibility and individual choice. However, the
individualized nature of the curriculum made it difficult to
monitor a student's progress, and because each student

Jeanette Wong '81, a music major, has her own ideas about
the program's longevity. "Dick's enthusiasm for the program
has a lot to do with its success," she said, "And the program is
very attractive, especially to students who don't like to be
dictated to. I knew my educational design backward and
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"You have to be a risktaker to be a Whittier
Scholar. An intellectual
rebel."
—Jerry Forster '87

Whittier Scholars on-campus reunion last fall. First Row:
John Gonsalves '87, Elisabeth Graham '82, Jean Marc Fixx
'87, Jon Moody, Carrie Cole '82, Stacey Robertson '87, Brad
Brown '87 Blair Walker '85. Second Row: Jill Orr '88, Linda
Palkovich '82, Eileen Johnson '82, Anne Kiley, Jeanette Wong
'81, Dr Richard Archer, Beth Fernandez '82, Cathy Pearce
'81, Jerry Forster '87, Mary Dennis '81, Cindi Carrel! '88.
Back Row: Megan Sjoberg '89, Vanessa Mills '89, Pamela
Hill '89, Vaughn King '87, Gary Sanchez '82.

forward when I presented it to the committee, and I was
ready to fight tooth and nail for every course in it."
"Our students have two solid curricular options in the Liberal
Education and Whittier Scholars programs," said Robert B.
Marks, vice president for academic affairs. "For those students
who want to structure their own course of study, the Scholars
Program is the right choice."

Action vs. Elitism
Because the Scholars Program is selective (roughly 10% of
the student body participates in any given year), and it
appeals to some of Whittier's brightest students, there have
been charges over the years that the program encourages
intellectual elitism: "I thought Scholars were an elitist group
before I joined, and they didn't even live live up on the hill in
Wardman yet," joked Elisabeth Graham '82 at the retreat.
"But they aren't like that," she added hastily.

in the Rhodes Scholar competition since 1985 have been
Whittier Scholars, including Pam Hill, who will begin study
in the fall at Oxford University on her Rhodes Scholarship.
Hill said, "I chose Whittier College in part because of the
Scholars Program. The opportunity to think through my
educational goals and then design my own curriculum
appealed to me. In fact, the educational design process was a
real help when I interviewed for the Rhodes—(the
interviewers) were very interested in 'big issues,' like how my
education fit in with what I want to do with my life, and I'd
already had to confront those issues as a Whittier Scholar."

Wong disputed the "elitist" label, asserting, "I never thought
Whittier Scholars got the best grades, they were just a real
active, interesting group." And Forster commented, "It wasn't
a clique. Scholars don't isolate themselves. We tried to start
programs that would get students involved campus-wide."

Proof in the Pudding

At Pilgrim Pines that Saturday in April, Archer smiled a lot,
and with good reason. He and others on the faculty embarked
upon a grand experiment ten years ago, and it's still working.

When asked about Whittier Scholars' achievements after
graduation, Archer rattled off an unwieldy list. Suffice to say
that 40 to 50% of Scholars alumni have gone on to graduate
school, and the remainder have moved into careers ranging
from radio and television broadcasting to musical
performance to finance. Scholars have received prestigious
academic awards, including National Science Foundation
Fellowships, Rotary International Scholarships, a General
Motors Scholarship and a Minority Leadership Fellowship.
Five of the six Whittier students who have reached the finals

The Scholars handbook proclaims that "change is lifelong"
and "the qualities and abilities of an ideal graduate are steps
along a path, not the end of the road." When former students
surrounded Archer, still talking of ideas—of "human beings"
and "reality"—he must have known he could relax. "The
proof was in the pudding," so to speak.
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The Poetess Prom of 1967
may have had some "royal
enchantment," especially
with the selection of a king.
Couples danced to the music
of Paul Bazaar and his
orchestra fora mere $4 per
couple.

Annual Student Events Endure

Mona Kai, once named o
of the top ten parties in th
country, featured palm
ferns, fish nets, spears ana
tons of sand. In 1964, the
parking lot on Bright St.
was the happening place—
party for only $3 per coup

All that remains of the
Poetess Prom is the Sadie
Hawkins style. Now couples
attend Luminarias, do not
select a king and pay $45
per couple to dance to the
music of the Kitt Clark Band.

Very few know that back in
1964 Spring Sing was the
highlight of Parents' Day.
Things have changed a bit.
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Two Football Legends Become Hall of Famers
By Chuck Bock '91
For years, ages really, mentioning that Don Coryell and
George Allen are former Whittier College football coaches
has evoked smirks of disbelief. "Get real pal," has been a
likely response.
These are big-time NFL coaches. Heck, Coryell practically
turned the game on its ear when he introduced his passing
game, dubbed Air Coryell, to the NFL in the early eighties.
And didn't Allen get the Redskins into a Super Bowl? Both
these guys were NFL Coaches of the Year (Allen four times,
Coryell twice). Allen coached the Los Angeles Rams and the
Washington Redskins. He even did time in the USFL and is a
commentator on CBS. Coryell rebuilt two franchises (St.
Louis and San Diego), turning them from also-rans to playoff
teams. Allen is the only NFL coach who never had a losing
season and Coryell is the only coach in history to win 100
games on both the collegiate and professional levels. Now
really, they never had a single meal in the Campus Inn, let
alone diagrammed plays here, did they?

Mona Kai now held in a
Washington St. garage, still
features a Hawaiian motif.
Today, no alcohol is served
and couples pay $9 for an
evening of fun.

Not only did they coach here, but in March, in front of a
packed luncheon crowd at the Ettinger Faculty/Alumni Center,
Coryell and Allen were among six new members inducted
into the 102-member Whittier College Hall of Fame. Inducted
with the two were Orlando Brenes, Mike Ciacci, Ralph
Dudley, and Gary Jones. They were each presented with
replicas of plaques that now hang in the Hall of Fame
walkway of the Otto Graham Student Activities Center.
Even in their acceptance speeches, some of the other
inductees were awed by the two NFL legends. Brenes, no
slouch himself as soccer coach for the 1984 Brazilian
Olympic team - said, "Whenever I watched these two on
television I was always impressed by their strategies. They are
two great men."
In accepting the award each was gracious. "Of all the awards I
have received, and that includes three presidential
commendations," said the slightly graying, but firm and
distinguished-looking Allen, "this one means the most to me."
Allen coached at Whittier from 1951-56, during which time
he amassed a 32-22-5 record. "My first year we had more
losses than any Whittier team in the college's history. The
next year with the same players we won more games than
any team in the school's history," said Allen.
Allen takes pride in his physical and mental acuity. He still
remembers his Whittier address (612 East Philadelphia Street)
and arrived at the ceremony - courtesy of a white limousine
- after finishing first in the seniors run of the Los Angeles
Marathon.

Spring Sing is Spring Sing
and never will change.
Every year finds societies
competing with societies for
the coveted Sweepstakes
award.

continued
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Clockwise from top: George
Allen, Orlando Brenes,
Ralph Dudley, Don Coryell,
and Gary Jones. Not
pictured: Mike Ciacci.

present. You cannot look back or fall behind. But one thing's
for sure, it won't take me another 30 years before I come
back again."
Until then, at least the college has the plaques.

Former Coach "Bonnie" Saluted by His Players
By Chuck Bock '91
Pointing over a host of tall bodies to the far corner of the
Ettinger Faculty/Alumni Center, Tom Sepulveda '42 echoed
the sentiments of the eighty-something people in attendance
when he looked at the elder statesman seated on a throne,
surrounded by former pupils, and stated loudly, "There is the
most knowledgeable basketball man in the USA today."

That toughness carried over to his teams. "I remember that
we always had a tough schedule back then. We were always
outweighed. The other team was always bigger and stronger.
But our kids were fast and smart and did what they had to in
order to win," said Allen.
Coryell does not remember where he lived while coaching
for three years here at Whittier. In fact, he got lost driving
back to Whittier for the luncheon. While Allen enjoys telling
about a game his team played against a 'ringer' squad
masquerading as a submarine crew, Coryell flatly admits that
he cannot remember anything about the on-field conflicts.

Sepulveda was obviously referring to the United States and
not the USA Today newspaper. But then again, Aubrey
Bonham's Whittier College basketball teams earned their
share of print from 1938-68 when "Coach Bonnie" and his
boys piled up 15 divisional championships. Had the Gannettowned newspaper existed in those days, it certainly would
have run its share of print on the "Wizard of Whittier" and
college basketball's first West Coast dynasty. In his 30 years
Bonham amassed a 510-285 record.

"I remember going to the chancellor (John Godfrey) with all
my thoughts. We would sit for hours in his office, and he
would patiently listen to me and then say, 'you can't do that,'
joked Coryell about his players and recruiting ideas.

In February, Bonham took time off from traveling with Bobby
Knight and the Indiana University Hoosiers basketball team
(Knight's affection for senior coaches is as legendary as his
penchant for tossing furniture) and returned to Whittier
where he was honored by his former players. "This is the
greatest thing that ever happend to me," said Bonham. "I

"We had three left-handed quarterbacks my first year, and I
watched them throw and decided I had to be innovative and
use an 'I' formation." Jokes aside, in three years (1957-59)
Coryell compiled a 23-5-1 record, the best in Whittier history,
and won the Southern California Intercollegiate Athletics
Conference title each year. His famed intensity on the
sidelines was also evident at Whittier, where his players often
called Coryell, "Mad Dog."
On this day he was no mad dog. He was as kind and gracious
as a puppy. "Associating with the people at Whittier was
special," says Coryell. "They were really fine and nice.
Everyone was cooperative, from the president and faculty to
the players. The players were all great guys. I do not
remember any problem, I remember great people."
Allen concurred. "We had a lot of school spirit when I
coached here. In 1955 we were 8-2. At one point that year we
were the only undefeated college on the West Coast. At that
point the student body awarded us with a trophy. It was one
of the most memorable acts I was ever a part of," said Allen,
now the head of the National Fitness Foundation.
Coryell admitted to losing touch with the college after
leaving. "When you are a coach, everything is focused on the

Coach Bonham is in the
limelight again at a basketball reunion in his honor.
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Save the Date
Homecoming/Reunion Weekend:
November 3-5, 1989

appreciate this from the bottom of my heart. It has been all
thrills. I appreciate every one of (his former team members)
coming to be here. Every day something happens to remind
me of one of my players. No coach could ever experience the
happiness I have."
While Bonham posed with his players for pictures throughout
the evening, many of the players found their former teammates and gathered in zones—this time protecting hors
d'oeuvres rather than basketball hoops—and reminisced, as
well as caught up on events since their college days.
Along with honoring Bonnie, the informal ceremony and
dinner was equally designed to reunite all the Carroll
Hookses and Bill Donners of Whittier College. Hooks and
Donner were teammates in the early '50s. Since then, Hooks
has moved north to Sacramento while Donner has settled in
Whittier. The two did not keep in touch. However after five
minutes, they were comparing old stories and older jump
shots. "If anyone asks me about my basketball career, I tell
them I scored 100 points a game," laughed Hooks as he faked
a jump shot in the direction of Whittier College President
Eugene S. Mills.
No matter what alumni class, the old teammates found each
other and were all equally boisterous in their praise for
Bonham. After taking a look at a slideshow complete with the
team portraits of every Bonham squad, Myron Claxton, Bob
Dean, and Leon Woodmore (Class of '40) talked about playing
during Bonham's first year of coaching. "The main thing I
remember," said Claxton, "was that when Coach Bonham
came here we had a not-very-good freshman team. I do not
remember the record but it wasn't too good. But then by the
senior year, we had won the division twice." Wayne Wilson,
Bonham's first captain, remembers Bonham's first team as,
"the best one I ever played on."

Basketball reunion draws
former hoopsters from
across the decades.

Alumni Share Their Wisdom
The last two weeks of April found former Poets bringing their
expertise to campus' to share with students.
Cap & Gown, the senior women's honorary society,
sponsored "Get A Grip Before You Graduate" week, designed
to help seniors with financial and legal management.

"The best thing about coaching was not the winning," said
Bonham. "If you look at all the people around here, and all
the ones I have coached, I am sure that every one of them is
now successful in their life, whatever phase of business they
belong to. That is what is so wonderful."

Mike Brown '79 spoke on buying a car, and Alan Davidson
'62 answered questions about financial planning.
The following week, Pi Sigma Alpha, the political science
honorary society, presented a speakers panel. Jim Hickey '74,
Linda Pappas '78, Jamie Hook '86, Kevin White '80, Mike
McClellan '76 and Mark Deven '79 spoke about their own
occupations and career opportunities in government.

While the Poets' present basketball coach and athletic
director Dave Jacobs called Bonham, "a student of the game
who never stops learning," Sepulveda had a more emotional
summation: "He's the best, and that includes Mr. Bobby
Knight—and you can tell Knight I said that."
Even Knight might have a hard time arguing that call.
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Ricky Price '89 addresses
Crosstown Project students
in the Activities Center

Celebrating the Dream
Junior high students visitir
Whittier for the day ask
questions about college life

Coming from six inner-city Los Angeles high schools and
junior highs, more than 100 students visited Whittier on Martin
Luther King Jr. Day as part of the Crosstown Project, a yearlong program designed to encourage them to attend college.
As the students trampled across campus to their first workshop, they rough-housed and giggled self-consciously. Not
quite comfortable on a college campus yet, the anticipation on
their faces said they were more than willing to learn.
While on campus, they attended workshops on college
admissions, time management, and balancing social and
extracurricular activities with school work.
Following the workshops, a panel of Whittier College black
students and Assistant Professor of Physical Education Hugh
Mendez responded to a barrage of questions about the
realities of college life. "Have you been homesick since you
went away to college?" one student asked. "Were your
parents in favor of you going to college?" inquired another.
'And what advice can you give to someone looking forward
to. their first semester?"
Va'Lori Lyles, director of the Crosstown Project, said, "Our
goal is to encourage young black students to begin to plan for
their futures, and to include a college education and career
goals in those plans. Meeting and talking with current black
college students shows them that college is within their reach."
At day's end, the students attended a musical and dramatic
tribute to Martin Luther King Jr. Accompanied by saxophone,
flute, drums, piano and acoustic bass, actor Leland P. Smith
(The White Shadow and What's Happening?) excerpted from
some of Dr. King's most famous speeches. It was a fitting
ending for a day to celebrate King's dream.

Newman Donates Book Collection
Hail to the Chief. Wallace J. "Chief" Newman, that is.
Newman, who coached football and baseball at Whittier from
1929-51, and baseball again from 1957-64, entered yet another
period in the college's history this year. His widow, Grace,
recently donated his personal library of books and other
materials about Native Americans to the college.

Alianza de Los Amigos 1989
Jorge Bustamante, president of El Colegio de la Frontera Norte
in Tijuana, Mexico, spoke at the annual scholarship banquet
of "Alianza de Los Amigos." The banquet, held in February at
the Pasadena Hilton Hotel, raised funds for worthy and needy
Hispanic students at Whittier College.

The more than 400 items Grace Newman donated to the
college library range from lengthy government documents to
pamphlets and novels, including such notable works as James
Fenimore Cooper's The Last of the Mohicans and a photo
documentary entitled Portraits of North American Indian
Life, photographed near the turn-of-the-century by Edward S.
Curtis. Much of the Newman collection focuses on the
heritage of Southern California Native Americans.

Dr. Bustamante spoke about "The Bush/Salinas
Administration: Impact on U.S.-Mexico Relations." Bustamante
frequently appears on television expressing his views as an
expert on this issue. Linda Alvarez, KNBC-TV Channel 4
anchor, served as mistress of ceremonies.

Remarking on the college's acquisition of the Newman
collection, President Eugene S. Mills said, "Generations of
faculty colleagues, students and friends have benefited from
the Chiefs extraordinary strength of character, personal
values and commitment to education. It means a lot to this
campus to have his private collection and we thank our friend
Grace Newman for her thoughtfulness."

Miller Brewing Company was honored with the Outstanding
Corporate Commitment Award for its continued involvement
with Whittier College.
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Bill Davila

Think For Yourself, Says Leary

On Campus Speakers
Davila Shares Business Insights

Timothy Leary, recently characterized by one magazine writer
as "a 67-year-old ex-Harvard professor, ex-LSD guru, and excon," is hitting the college lecture circuit with talks centered
around his long-standing motto: Think for yourself; question
authority, and in March, Leary spoke to students here at
Whittier.

Offering a ten-point management strategy as key to Vons'
success, Bill Davila, president and chief operating officer of
the Vons Companies Inc. shared his insights into the Southern
California retail food industry with college and community
representatives at the seventh annual Executive Leader
Luncheon in February. Nearly 300 people attended the
luncheon in the Campus Inn.

Leary is perhaps best known for his activities during the
1960s, when he served as a spokesperson for cultural
revolution and the consciousness movement. It was Leary
who coined the motto "turn on, tune in, drop Out." Today,
his interests lie in the area of computers, and he sees himself
as a philosopher in a Communications Age.

Predicting that competition in the Southern California market
will remain "as fierce as ever," Davila said it is the consumer
who will benefit, in the long-run, from the combining of
companies such as Vons/Safeway and American Stores/Lucky.
Davila said Vons has positioned itself as the innovator in
Southern California. "We intend to be first with food fashion.
And we intend to win the favor of our customers in our stores
and not necessarily in our print or broadcast advertising."

In his remarks, Leary encouraged students to make up their
own minds about issues and concerns facing the world.
"Never let someone else, the government or the church or
another authority, think for you," he warned. Leary explained
that when he instructs students to "question authority," he's
not always advocating rebellion. "Questions imply
responses," he said. "Engage in a dialogue with your leaders."
Jeanne Florance, senior political science major and Program
Board chairperson for ASWC, said, "We (the students) didn't
all agree with what Leary had to say, but I think it was a worthwhile program. He's controversial and very well-known. It's
important for students to hear different perspectives."

"Qahatika" and "The Old
Cheyenne, two Edward S.
Curtis photos included in
Portraits of North American
Life, (Promentory Press,
1972), among the Newman
Collection recently donated
to the college.
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Time Photographer Talks on News Manufacturing

ime magazine photographer Harry Mattison brought

his slide-illustrated lecture "Behind the Electronic Curtain"

to Whittier College in March.

In his presentation, Mattison commented on "news

manufacturing," which he said is practiced often in

countries around the world. According to Mattison, many

nations have posed government officials and props in staged

settings for photo sessions (illusionary battlefields, for

instance), creating images which have been passed off as

reality through our own national media.

Salvadoran mourners at
Archbishop Romero 's
funeral in San Salvador.

Police stand guard in South
Africa.

Government soldiers and
their mutilated victims in
El Salvador

Study/Tour of Egypt
January, 1990
Tour Leader: Professor Hilmi Ibrahim
The Whittier College Alumni Association is pleased to offer a
very special study tour of Egypt, led by Professor Hilmi
Ibrahim. Details are still under negotiation, but tentative plans
are listed below.
Dates: January 12-28, 1990
Itinerary:
CAIRO (5 days) Highlights include visits to Memphis, Sakkara
and the great pyramids, the Egyptian Museum, old Cairo and
Islamic Cairo, a special visit to the Sphinx Sound & Light Show,
Ben Ezra Synagogue, Abu Serga Church, the Coptic Museum,
Khan-al-Khalily Bazaar, the Islamic Museum and the Citadel of
Saladin.
ASWAN (3 days) Includes a day visit to Abu Simbel, tours of
Ramses II Temple, the botanical gardens, Philae, Elephantine
Island, Aga Khan's Mausoleum and the High Dam.
NILE CRUISE(5 days) On board a deluxe Nile cruise boat
from Aswan to Kom Ombo, visit Edfu & Esna's Temples, the
Karnak & Luxor Temples of Thebes, the Valley of the Kings
(King Tut's Tomb), the Valley of the Queens and Hatshepsut's
Temple.
ALEXANDRIA(3 days) Visit the Greco-Roman Museum,
Pompey's Pillar, King Farouk's Palace, the Catacombs of Kom
El Shugafa and the Roman Amphitheatre.
The study tour will be preceded and followed by optional
lectures on campus by Professor Ibrahim.
Egyptian born Hilmi Ibrahim, professor of physical education
and recreation, has been at Whittier College since 1964. He
received a B.PE. from Cairo Institute of Physical Education, a
B.A. from the American University in Cairo, an M.A. from Cal
State Fullerton, and an M.S., M.A., and Re.D. from Indiana
University. Dr. Ibrahim led a similar tour to Egypt in 1986.
Cost: $2995 per person, double occupancy. Cost includes
airfare, deluxe hotels, most meals and all sightseeing.
For further information, contact Susan Harvey, Alumni
Director (213) 693-0771, extension 222.

People in South Africa.
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Leia Morning as Jane Austen

Bill '55 and Harriett Harris,
and Barbara and Ben '55
Harris cut the cake at the
April 30 Harris Residence
Center dedication.

Jane Austen Comes to Campus
The Whittier College community caught a glimpse of the past
when Jane Austen opened her drawing room to all in
February. Leia Morning, who plays Jane Austen in a one
woman show entitled "Dearest Cassandra. . . Love, Jane,"
presented a comical examination of the manners and morals
of women whose lives were confined to the common sitting
room, as seen through authoress Austen's eyes. Morning also
explored Austen's feelings as a woman and a writer.
Morning who received her M.A. and Ph.D. from Stanford
University and her B.A. from the University of Southern
California, has created a series of programs she calls "Literary
Ladies, Working Women." At the drop of a wig, she can be
Charlotte Bronte, Virginia Woolf or Emily Dickenson. Her
one-woman shows, most of which combine music, dance,
drama, and prose, are presented in full period costume with
scenery and props.

Students enjoy the
completely renovated
interior of Platner Hall.

"Dorm livin' is a happy kind of livin' with little sleep, and
little study, but plenty of coffee. .."proclaimed the 1952
Acropolis, We call them residence halls now, but living on
- campus is still "a happy kind of livin." The Harris
Residence Center, developed by trustee Bill Harris '55 and
his brother Ben '55, opened its doors to students in
February. A dedication ceremony was held April 30.
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Rafael Chabran, assistant professor of foreign languages
and literatures, has recently participated in a number of
academic educational conferences submitting papers on
the subjects of Latino literature, history of science, the
Whittier College Liberal Education Program and writing
across the disciplines. In addition, he has been selected to
attend an N.E.H. Summer Institute on Don Quixote at
Arizona State University, and one on Christopher
Columbus at UCLA.
Wendy Furman, associate professor of English, has begun
her seventh year of involvement with the Renaissance
Conference of Southern California, having served as
president, secretary and vice president. Recently 60
members of the organization gathered at Whittier for a
special farewell function. Furman's most recent project is
undertaking and editing, along with William Shullenberger
of Sarah Lawrence College, a volume of essays on Milton.

College Elects New Trustees
James H. Emery, president and C.E.O. of Emery Real Estate
Inc., and Sheldon Feinberg, a New Jersey private investor,
have been elected to the Whittier College Board of Trustees.
Each will serve a three-year term.

Steven Gold, assistant professor of sociology, has recently
published the following articles: "Refugees and Small
Business: The Case of Soviet Jews and Vietnamese" in Ethnic
and Racial Studies; "Differential Adjustment among New
Immigrant Family Members" in Journal of Contemporary
Ethnography; "Patterns of Interaction Among Soviet Jewish
Refugees" in Contemporary Jewry; and a photo essay entitled
"Soviet Jewish and Vietnamese Refugees." In addition, Gold
has written three book reviews and he delivered a paper
entitled "Visual Sociology for Social Understanding" at the
fourth Annual Conference on Visual Literacy, California State
Polytechnic University, Pomona.

Century 21 Emery Real Estate, Inc. is the largest Century 21
firm in North America. Century 21 Emery is the only "fullservice" real estate brokerage company among Century 21's
more than 7000 franchised offices throughout the world.
In addition to leading Century 21 Emery, Jim Emery is president and C.E.O., Coastal Counties Escrow Corporation; president and C.E.O., Orange County Escrow Corporation,
Huntington Beach; president, The Termite Man, Inc., Fullerton;
chairman of the board, Southland Financial Services,
Fullerton; owner, Emery Enterprises, Fullerton; and member
of the board of directors, Orange Coast Title Company.

David A. Jacobs, associate professor of physical education
and recreation, has been elected to represent Division III,
Region 111-4 on the National Collegiate Athletic Association
Council.

Emery attended schools in Whittier, graduating from
California High School in 1960 and Whittier College in 1964.
He resides in La Habra Heights and has three children.

Joyce P. Kaufman, assistant professor of political science,
along with student Paul McManus '90, presented a paper at
the joint meeting of the International Studies Association
and British International Studies Association at the
University of London.

Sheldon Feinberg is a private investor who resides in Short
Hills, New Jersey. Previously, Feinberg was chairman and chief
executive officer of Cadence Industries, whose subsidiary
interests included Hudson Pharmaceutical Corp. and Marvel
comic books.

Irene Matz, lecturer in speech communication, copresented "A Cross-Cultural Comparison of Uncertainty
Reduction Theory: The Cases of Ghana and the United
States" to the Intercultural and Development
Communication division of the International
Communication Association of San Francisco, and "The
Influence of Gender on the Uncertainty Reduction
Strategies of Disclosure, Interrogation and Nonverbal
Immediacy" to the ORWAC Division of the Western Speech
Communication Association in Spokane.

Feinberg has had a continuing interest in Whittier since his
daughter, Randi, graduated from the college in 1976, followed
by his son, Peter, in 1982, and daughter, Jami, in 1986.
Commenting on the election, Board Chairman Rayburn S.
Dezember said, "Jim Emery and Sheldon Feinberg bring a
wealth of talent and experience to an already prominent and
dedicated board. Both have long-standing ties to the college,
and I know they will continue to be a source of strength."
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Hsiao-Min Wang

Charlotte Michel

Katy Murphy, director of admissions, has been appointed to
the College Board Executive Council.
Nancey Murphy, instructor in religion, has written a book
entitled Theology in the Age of Probable Reasoning: Historicist Philosophy of Science and Theological Method
(Cornell University Press, 1989). Also, she has been invited
by the Pope to participate in an international planning
group called to organize the upcoming Vatican Observatorysponsored conferences on physics and theology.
Lois Oppenheim, professor of political science, presented
three papers at professional meetings this spring. At a meeting
of the Western Political Science Association in Salt Lake City,
Utah, she read "The Effects of the Market and State Planning
on Urban Growth: A Comparison of Santiago de Chile and
Copenhagen, Denmark." She presented "Housing Policies
Under the Military in Chile" at the Conference of Third World
Foundation in Chicago, and she presented "Women as an
Underclass in Latin America" at a seminar sponsored by
Southern California Consortium on International Studies.
Martin Ortiz, director of the Center of Mexican American
Affairs, recently served as guest speaker at a "Youth in
Government" luncheon for the City of Pico Rivera.
Judith Wagner, associate dean for graduate and teacher
education, spoke about child care and early education at the
annual meeting of the American Orthopsychiatric Association
held in April in New York City. She also made presentations at
the annual conference of the California Association for the
Education of Young Children and at a meeting of California
Professors of Early Childhood Education. Wagner has edited
the second edition of Federal and State Policy as It Affects
Young Children and Their Families, published by the
California Association for the Education of Young Children.

Geiger, Rhodes and Michel Qualify for Nationals
By Anita Rafferty '91
The standards are so high that only about 16 students in each
track event qualify for nationals, according to Sherry Calvert,
coach of the track and field team at Whittier College. In spite
of long odds, senior Gretchen Geiger and sophomore Leslie
Rhodes qualified for the outdoor nationals, held May 24-27 at
North Central College. Sophomore Charlotte Michel
competed in the indoor nationals, held March 9-11 at Notre
Dame University.

Hsiao-Min Wang, associate professor of foreign languages and
literatures, spent a sabbatical serving as head of a group of
United States research scholars in China, examining
contemporary Chinese literature. Wang worked with some of
the best-known Chinese scholars in the field, was asked to give
a presentation to the students and faculty of Wu-Xi Normal
College on "The Development of Contemporary Chinese
Literature in Taiwan," and gave another talk to a Chinese
writers association. Wang was selected as the U.S. representative of the Contemporary Chinese Literary Research of China
and was awarded the 1988 "Wild Horse Academic Award" for
publishing Chinese Literature in the '80s.

Geiger, in her second trip to the nationals, qualified for the
javelin throw. Last year Geiger was named All-American,
throwing the javelin 134 feet, a throw which also broke the
school's record. According to Geiger, she had no track
background before entering Whittier College when Coach
Calvert coaxed her into trying Out for the team. She holds the
school record for the javelin throw, and is a member of the
record-setting mile relay team.
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Leslie Rhodes

Graduating this year with a public speaking and
communications degree, Geiger says she would like to
continue working for Long's Drugs as an assistant district
trainer, presenting seminars on motivation and managerial
skills. Working for the company for five years, Geiger says, "I
hope to move up to the corporate level within four years and
someday own my own business setting up seminars for
corporations."
Rhodes joined Geiger in the outdoor nationals in the high
jump and heptathlon events. This was also Rhodes second
appearance at nationals. Last year she qualified for the high
jump. Rhodes holds the record for the high jump, heptathlon,
long jump, 10-meter dash, 200-meter dash, and 400-meter
dash. She is also a member of the record setting 4x100 and
4x400 meter relay teams.
Rhodes is a political science major. After graduating she plans
to enter graduate school and study law. Rhodes says, "Track is
an important part of my life and I will run as long as I can."
She believes that by being more confident in her running she
will also be more confident in life.
Rhodes says she finds track, "an enriching experience. It is
not monotonous and anything can happen at any time." She
also added that she is happy with her performances this
season. Rhodes said that the team has been great and they
have given her a lot of support.
Michel participated in the indoor nationals and placed 18th
on the three-meter dive, according to swim team coach Greg
Farmer. He adds, "Working with a part-time coach, and with
the equipment she had, she did a superior job. She set
attainable goals and knew what it took to achieve them."
Farmer also says that if Michel works hard all summer she will
have a good chance to become an All American.
A physical education major, Michel hopes to open a physical
therapy clinic and teach gymnastics. Presently she holds both
of Whittier's three-meter diving records. During the summer
of her sixth grade year she took a diving class. That was all
the diving exposure she received before entering Whittier
College. She did, however, take 13 years of gymnastics which
she says, "helped me with my kinesthetic sense for flipping
and twisting (during her dives)."
Michel practices five to six days a week for about two hours
and 45 minutes, says Farmer. Michel says she works very hard.
"When I am diving I go all out. I decided what I wanted and
went after it."

Gretchen Geiger
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Old Acquaintances
Thanks for sending us your cards and letters. Due to space
considerations, you may not find your news in this issue.
But please, don't give up, keep writing.

1920s
Doris (Bayard) Webster '28, took a
sabbatical from teaching at the age
of 54, and began a new life of
adventure by traveling across Asia,
sailing to Central America, crossing
the Panama Canal and docking in
Rotterdam, Holland. Once there,
she bought a Volkswagen and drove
10,000 miles across Europe. She
and her husband have also traveled
together extensively and lived for a
year in Manila, the Philippines,
where they were dorm parents for
Faith Academy, a boarding house
for children of missionaries. At age
63, she went back to school and
earned a B.A. in sociology with a
minor in speech from WC.

1930s
Class Agents: Kenneth L. Ball '34,
John Arrambide '35, Catherine
(Nanney) Biggers '36, Carlos A.
Bailey '37, Paul H. Gardner '37,
Burton Parminter '37, Harriett
(Cooper) Ebermayer '38, Wayne
Wilson '38, Evelyn (Cravens)
Valentine '39
Dolores (Lautrup) Ball '33 has
gathered this information from the
Class of '30. After graduation from
WC, Harold H. Bowerman '30
went to Washington University in
St. Louis and received his M.S. in
biology and chemistry, then spent
four years in medical school in
Louisiana. From there it was back
to St. Louis for an internship at the
St. Louis City Hospital and to meet
and marry his wife; then the two of
them spent a year in Puerto Rico
for Harold's residency, and returned
to the continental U.S., where he
began a life as a rural doctor in
Missouri. The last 50 years of his
life as a doctor were spent as an
ear, nose and throat specialist. John
S. Kimber '30 reports 31 years of
teaching in California, followed by
three years as Friends Church
Pastor and a missionary among
small boats and ships from all over
the world. Laura H. (Henley)
Brown '30 has moved nearer her
two daughters in Oregon, and is
enjoying a retired life of relaxing
and visiting. Hilma (Rhodes)
Borden '30 retired from the Long
Beach Unified School District after
40 years of service that included
teaching, administration and
supervision. Charlotte (Harnois)
Sullivan '30 reports 19 years of

happy living on the shores of Lake
Tahoe. Everett C. Schneider '30 is
busy as ever with an ethnic church,
teaching, singing, and helping
Sacramento's Habitat for Humanity
as board member and co-chairman
of public relations. Charles Kranz
'30 has retired after 30 years as
district superintendent of the
Mountain School District, and
spends half his time taking care of
his avocado grove in the Escondido
area; while his wife Esther
(Hamburg) '27 gives her time to
the West Covina Presbyterian
Church and the Red Cross Blood
Bank. Beatrice M. (Williams)
Curtin '30, an information desk
volunteer at Kaiser Hospital, now
lives in Vallejo between her
children in Berkeley and
Sacramento. Raymond A. Kridler
'30 retired in 1969 after 34 years of
working for the California Highway
Patrol, at which time he and his
wife Gladys began traveling around
the world. Amelia (Martin)
Greenlee '30 says her life is
beautiful and she appreciates it
every day. Terrace L. (Schafer)
Enders '30 and her husband Roger
recently celebrated their 55th year
of marriage, live in Long Beach and
give their time to P.E.O., an
assistance, league, and a couple of
bridge clubs. Ruth (Hollingsworth)
Domecq '30 is now a retired
school teacher enjoying the "real
dividends of a lifetime investment:
six great-grandchildren." Emily
(Rannow) Van Verst '30 tells us she
and her husband just celebrated their 50th anniversary
cruising the Hawaiian Islands,
which is just one stop in their very
extensive U.S. travels. Dr. Howard
P. House '30 of the House Ear
Institute has expanded the clinic's
activities both locally and
nationally, and as a result, is
moving the clinic to newly built,
larger facilities. The clinic
continues its educational and
research programs, and is best
known for its work in the area of
the cochlear implant, a 1962
breakthrough treatment for totally
deaf adults. Howard has made
several trips to Washington to
testify on behalf of a bill to
establish a new National Institute
for Deafness, and spent some time
touring hospitals and clinics in the
U.S.S.R. to form comparisons
between U.S. and Soviet facilities.
Lucile (Shackelford) Gearhart '31

reports that she and her husband
are both well and enjoying their
home on the Rogue River, Elderhostel and traveling in their trailer
to Pittsburgh and Boston to visit
family. Jessie (Sanborn) dough '31
sends us a word from her
condominium in Azusa that she is
healthy, happy and busy with her
family and church. David '31 and
Lucy (Paul) Cherry '31 celebrated
their 56th anniversary this year in
San Diego, where they spent the
past 46 years in educational
professions. Helen E. (Aupperle)
Fuquay '31 reports a recent trip to
the islands and many visits with
friends. Harold Spencer '31 enjoys
life on his ranch in northern
California, and tells us he helped
outlast summer during the serious
forest fires. Madeleine (Todd)
Wirth '31 and her husband report a
life of travel to several guest
ranches a year, Australia, New
Zealand, the Orient and Egypt.
Maribelle (Dyer) Ostlie '31 retired
from teaching in 1970, but keeps
herself busy holding various offices
in her church, and traveling the
U.S. and Europe. Betty (Charles)
Leonhardt '31 spends some time
traveling the East Coast in states
such as West Virginia and New
Jersey. Eugenia G. (Grensted)
Jenkins '31 retired from teaching
after 27 1/2 years, and now enjoys a
life of visiting her children and
grandchildren, swimming, hiking
and using her punching bag.
Margaret (Cosand) Huber '31 has
retired from teaching first graders
for 30 years in the El Monte School
District, and has moved to
Newberg, Oregon. Margaret (Short)
Gray '31 tells us of an active
retirement in the Rogue Valley,
where she busies herself as a
volunteer in a medical center.
Clyde Clevenger '31 says he and
his wife are happy in lbcson,
where they're close to their son
who teaches high school. Sybil
(Baker) Lewis '31 is still working at
Globetrotter Travel in San Marcos.
Janet B. (Brydon) Reitz '31 recently
remarried and now lives on
Catalina Island. Amy (McCaffery)
Walls '31 remembers her happy
days and good friends from WC in
her streamside home in the
Redwoods. Clyde F. McDermont
'32 and his wife Barbara recently
took their 14th cruise, this one
from San Diego to New Orleans via
the Panama Canal, and plan to
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spend their 50th anniversary next
year on a cruise to Copenhagen.
Bunny (Olson) MacKenzie '32 is
the 40-year director and owner of
Miss Bunny's School for two
through six year-olds, and in 1969
founded the Coronado Historical
Association, which is dedicated to
preserving Coronado history. In
relation to this, she has published
several historical articles in
magazines and newspapers, and is
currently working to convert a
historical home in Coronado to a
museum. Frank W. Patterson '32
says his main activity is traveling,
which includes several trips to
Europe and a cruise that stopped in
Egypt, Greece and Jerusalem. Mary
Musgrove '32 reports happy
retirement in the rural community
of Kohala on the north end of
Hawaii's Big Island. Cecil Baker '32
retired from UPS. after 30 years of
service, and now spends his time
traveling, golfing and gardening
with his wife Florence. Edith
(McDonald) Provan '32 retired
after teaching for 33 years in the
L.A. School District, and says that
she still meets monthly with 14
other WC graduates. Seth '32 and
Mary Fae (Moffett) Pickering '32
remain active in Whittier
community affairs and have led a
leisurely life of golf and travel since
Seth's retirement from the loan and
real estate business. Mary Fae is
currently publishing a geneology
record of both their families after
assembling much of her
information from their travels.
Elizabeth (Sawyer) Heagren '32
keeps busy as treasurer of both the
United Methodist Women of
Gilbert and the Gilbert Historical
Society, as well as volunteering her
time to the Gilbert Museum and
her church. Margaret (Moote)
Smith '32 and her husband spend
their time leading tour groups all
across the world. Marianna
(Mangrum) Willis '32 is a retired
English teacher, and now spends
her time traveling to places such as
England, Greece, Italy, Austria,
Spain and across the U.S. Eldon L.
Paddock '32 has a history of travels
that includes Canada, Mexico,
Great Britain and Edinburgh,
Scotland, where he and his wife
celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary. After retirement from
the Montebello Unified School
District in 1976, Lois (Elliott)
Williams '33 enjoys consulting,

Janet Prentice '91 and
Laura Wieland '91 at
Harris Residence Center
Open House.

editing and annual working
holidays in England, and various
volunteer projects. Gladys (Olson)
Baldwin '33, using a pseudonym,
has produced an educational film
called "The Presence of the
Goddess," which tells the historic
story of the goddess in the Western
world. William T. Bonner '33 has
retired, completed a tour of seven
western states, busies himself with
various activities, and reports four
children and seven grandchildren.
Theodora (Christiansen) Taylor '33
retired from the Monrovia High
School Math Department in 1971,
then spent six years of volunteer
work, and is now entering her 12th
year working full-time at Arcadia
Presbyterian Church in membership
data control. Robert Rockwell '33
and his wife Hertha are founders of
the Rockwell Museum in Corning,
New York, which houses a large
collection of Western art, Steuben
glass and antique toys. Mary E.
(McGraw) Miller '33 and her
husband Milton have been married
56 years, and have shared travels to
Thailand, the Philippines, Japan,
Romania, France, Egypt, Holland,
England, Ireland and Switzerland.
Mary E. Walker '33 retired from
L.A. City Schools in 1968, and
spent the last 20 years working for
a center of educational therapy in
Costa Mesa where she helps disabled
children overcome educational,
social and emotional difficulties.
Max Goldman '33 still serves as
consultant to the wine industry,
and is planning a trip to several U.S.
states. Class Agent Kenny Ball '34
has collected this information from
the Class of '34. Lee M. Whistler
'34 is active with his church,
bowling, swimming, bridge
groups; and enjoys the company of
his wife and seven grand and greatgrandchildren. Marie (Phelan)
Halliday '34 lives next door to her
daughter, which enables her to
spend time with her three grandchildren. Walter '34 and Merle
Lund '34 were recently honored
by the Western Colorado Horticultural Society for growing the
biggest and best pear on the
Western slope on their familyowned orchards. Daune Sproul '34
reports some travel and lots of
visiting with family and friends,
since retiring from the Fullerton
School District in 1979. Russell C.
Sullivan '34 is enjoying his life by a

places they've seen. Maria-Rae
(Ross) Glasgow '35 has moved to
Plymouth Village in Redlands. Cleo
(Haworth) Dozier '35 moved to
Astoria five years ago, and
reportedly enjoys the beautiful
countryside and small town
atmosphere. Sam McElfresh '35
and his wife of 50 years Thelma
'40, have spent the past 15 retired
years traveling from their home in
Maui, and running their business of
rare, museum quality jewelry.
William H. Patterson '39 retired
one year ago from General Electric,
settled in San Diego, and now
volunteers for "Air/Space America"
international trade show. He
recently met his five children and
11 grandchildren at Glacier
National Park for a family vacation.
Eleanor (Brooks) Tucker '39
reports that her daughter Laurie
received her Ph.D. from American
University in Washington, D.C. in
international relations.

lake in Zephyr Cove, Nevada. Enid
(Terpstra) Mangan '34 has several
European trips planned, but in the
meantime travels the U.S. to visit
her children and grandchildren.
Margaret (Mayberry) Williams '34
works with her daughter in South
Lake Tahoe, assisting in her Kittie
Kastle Pre-School. Beatrice
(Stanley) Avery '34 continues
tutoring and writing for the
Laubach Literacy Program, and she
and her husband Russell do
gardening and work with the
homeless. Richard F. Harris '34 has
remarried and moved to Fresno,
and reports motorhome travel in
the U.S. and other voyages to
numerous world ports. Dick
Youngquist '34 and his new wife
spend their time traveling Asia,
Europe and the Pacific Northwest.
Elizabeth (Brewer) Hutchison '34
enjoys her retired life in Ventura by
volunteering, visiting family and
traveling. Regina (Dunkin) Kemp
'34 reports a good life of family
visits and occasional travel. Norma
(Allen) '34 and Paul Bixby '34
remain active with the WC Alumni
Association, the California
Association of Health, various
hobbies and world travel with
Elderhostel. Ralph D. Rich '34 is
president of Kootenai County
Retired Teachers Association in
Idaho, and proudly reports 12
grandchildren and three greatgrandchildren. Byron '34 and
Helen (McClean) Netzley '34 find
their fun in traveling the U.S. and
Canada in their motor home, and
tell us they have seen every state
except four. Camilla (Vincent)
Simmons '34 enjoys her life in
Quaker Gardens, and reports an
outside exciting life of travel to
places such as Australia and New
Zealand with Ola (Florence) Jobe
'34, and to Alaska with her
daughter and two adult grandsons.
Lucia (Altpeter) Mason '34 says
retirement keeps her busy with
involvement in art clubs, historical
societies and club work; and is
living with her sister in Bonita.
Leona (Mendenhall) Bloomer '34 is
busy as president of Nevada Unit
with rallies and caravans, and says
she almost feels she should "retire
from retirement." Miriam (White)
Tucker '35 and her husband
Captain Cyrus M. Tucker '32 have
been traveling 100,000 miles a year
for the past 15 years, and writing
magazine articles describing the

1940s
Class Agents: Robert Clift '40,
Russell Vincent '40, Mary Lee
(Palmer) Holton '41, Virginia
(Strong) Benson '42, Elizabeth
(Lamb) Tunison '43, Billie (Gee)
LeClear '43, Olive (Jordan)
McCloskey '44, Carol (Coiner)
Saunders '45, Keith Walton '46,
Roberta (Christoffersen) Brown '47,
Anna G. (Stanfield) Hunt '47,
Millard C. Jarnagan '48, William
Lee '48, Lee Kulzer "49
Class Agent Mary Lee (Palmer)
Holton '41 sends us the following
news from her classmates. Yvonne
(Bonser) Willford '41 is still
working as a counselor for the
Whittier City School District and
works with the WC Women's
Auxiliary. Charles E. Sharp '41
reports that he and his wife Louise
recently enjoyed a tour through
Sweden, Norway and Denmark,
with a side trip to Leningrad. Trudy
(Moe) Snider '41 has taken a trip
back to her native China, which
she hadn't seen since age ten, and
stopped in Japan, Hong Kong,
Taiwan and Korea. ma Mae
Cleveland '41 has returned to the
States after 20 years of teaching in
DOD schools on US Air Force
bases in England, Germany and
Japan, as well as traveling the rest
of the world. She now has settled
in Florida and pursues a life of
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music, fashion modeling and
golfing. Mary E. (Thompson)
Vonhof '41 has returned from a
tour of Germany and Austria,
where her husband sang with a
choir in the ancient and
magnificent cathedrals of those
countries. In response to a
challenge from a fellow organist,
Frederic W. Errett '42 held a recital
on his 80th birthday at a church in
Sacramento. Class Agent Virginia
(Strong) Benson '42 has compiled
this report from the Class of '42.
Charlou (Snyder) Larronde '42 and
her husband have spent the past
two years traveling the country
(including Alaska) in their
motorhome, from their home base
in Malibu. Jack '42 and Barbara
(Brown) Harrington '42 live on
their 100 acre ranch on the coast
along Santa Barbara, enjoying the
hills and beaches, and visiting with
friends and relatives. Mary Anne
(Lucas) Poage '42 and her husband
Donald recently visited Blenheim,
London and Yorkshire, England.
Taber Whittlesey '42 and his wife
Isabelle celebrated their 45th
anniversary, and proudly report
nine grandchildren. Robert J.
Schostag '42 has retired and begun
farming in North San Diego
County. Mildred Hawley '42 retired
in 1981 after 33 years of service to
the Long Beach Schools, 26 of
which she spent as an elementary
administrator. Morris '42 and Mary
(Atkins) Padia '42 spend their time
visiting their six grandchildren in
Riverside and Sacramento since
Morris' retirement from the
Whittier High School District as a
guidance counselor. Sid Hendrick
'42 retired in 1978 from teaching
and coaching in the Whittier High
School District and keeps busy
traveling, golfing, and fishing.
Mary (McCune) Morrill '42 and her
husband Bill have retired to
Sequim, WA, "a small town much
like Whittier," and enjoy watching
their six children move along with
their own lives. Raymond '42 and
Josephine (Barmore) Mann '43
have enjoyed 46 years of marriage
now, and spend their time traveling
the country in their van. Fred
Mooney '42 retired after 33 years
in education, and has lately been
serving on the board of directors
for the local Federal Credit Union,
traveling and spending time with

the grandkids. He says he had a
great time playing a return gig"
with the "Hep Cats" for the class
reunion. Class Agent Elizabeth
"Bill" Tunison '43 sends us this
news. Marjorie (Finney) Miller '43
and her husband LaVerne '43
spend their time traveling since
their retirements, and have most
recently been to Mainland China,
followed by Rio de Janeiro. Dean
(Dice) Thompson '43 volunteers
for the Orange County
Philharmonic Society and Literacy
Volunteers of America, and travels
with her husband Ralph whenever
possible. Since his retirement in
1986 from the Taholah, WA school
district, Chuck McEvers '43 has
been doing some consulting,
relaxing, enjoying being his own
boss and having free time for
volunteering, etc. Bill '43 and Betty
(Hester) Thompson '43 just
celebrated their 46th anniversary in
Hawaii, taking time out from Bill's
job as value engineering coordinator
at Interstate Electronics in Anaheim
and Betty's job as a private teacher.
They have four daughters and
seven grandchildren. Alice (Atkins)
Wallace '43 has "semi-retired," as
she works with senior citizen
groups, the mentally ill, the
Beyond War Movement, and
travels. Elizabeth "Bill" (Lamb)
Tunison '43 has been granted
emerita status on the Whittier
College faculty. John E. Stecklein
'44 spent last year on sabbatical
visiting colleges and universities in
various Chinese cities, teaching
and consulting at a univeristy in
Thailand, and touring the
Southwestern U.S. in a motorhome.
Dr. Robert G. Wolstoncroft '46
continues to travel Europe, New
Zealand, Australia and Alaska, and
is expecting his first grandchild.
Frances (Webb) O'Connor '46
reports that she and her husband
traveled to Korea, cruised to Japan,
then took a week's cruise to the
Mexican Riviera. George Hubert
'47 and his wife Mary, grandparents
often, will soon celebrate their
44th wedding anniversary. Marion
Frasier '47 has been retired for the
past nine years, and is active in a
gem and mineral club, a national
tole and decorators' club; and
spends time with his wife
traulering, rockhounding and
visiting children and grandchildren. Joseph A. Waddington
'48 has retired, but still paints,

makes jewelry, volunteers at a VA
hospital, and enjoys visits from his
former students. Dr. Howard L.
Cogswell '48 remains active in
natural resource conservation
programs in the Bay Area, such as
serving on an advisory committee
to the Hayward Shoreline Planning
Agency and treasuring three
ornithological organizations. Now
retired from teaching at CSULB,
Robert Routh '48 continues to
offer photo workshops at various
host colleges and universities
across the U.S. Ralph Nichols '48
retired in 1983 after 35 years of
teaching social sciences and
English, and has since traveled to
New England and the Maritime
Provinces, Alaska, Hawaii, Western
Canada and Southeastern U.S. He
and his wife Mary Belle (Coleman)
'50, parents of five and grandparents of eight, also busy
themselves in church choir and
teaching. Margaret (Healton)
Bakker '48 has retired from her
teaching position in Edgewater,
Colorado, Whittier Municipal
Court Judge Herbert J. Adden '49
has officially stepped down from
the bench, after 20 years of
establishing a reputation as a
compassionate and fair judge. After
graduating from WC he earned his
law degree from USC, then opened
his law firm in Whittier, where he
later became a partner with
another municipal court judge.
Barbara (Male) McCroskey '49 is a
busy housewife and secretary for
her husband's electrical
contracting business, and boasts 24
grandchildren! Barbara (Dukes)
Rayburn '49 retired from teaching
in Garden Grove in 1983, and she
and her husband Gerry moved to
Los Osos after 30 years in the same
house. Janet (Bertram) Schneider
'49 reports that all is well for her as
she continues teaching
kindergarten in Northridge. Bettye
(Hooker) Richardson '49 tells us
she and her husband have been
traveling the states, Canada and
Mexico in their motorhome, and
are soon expecting their 11th
grandchild.

Gothold '55, Stuart E. Gothold '56,
John Avila, jr. '57, Jim Peter '58,
Ann (Larson) Peter '59
Patricia Brown '50 has retired from
her position as information clerk at
AT&T Information Systems. Russell
B. Jeffrey '50 reports that his son
William Jeffrey received his M.A. in
international relations from
Lancaster University in England.
H.L. Looney '50 and his wife just
celebrated their 42nd wedding
anniversary. Charles Reed '50, a
former NFL official, is on his way
to recovery after damaging his hip
in a fall. Betty (Forbes) Weigel '51
recently became a grandmother to
William K. Weigel. John F. Crippen
'51 retired in 1986 after teaching 35
years in Norwalk-La Mirada School
District, and recently took a cruise
with his wife through the Panama
Canal. James H. Copeland '51 and
his wife Kathryn have both retired
from principaiships in Downey, but
still work as consultants for the
State Department of Education,
reading grants and leading
workshops in nutrition education.
Patricia J. (Hayes) Havens '51, a
museum director at Strathearn
Historical Park in the Simi Valley,
had the museum/park registered as
a historical landmark; and is also
working to assure the same for
what is possibly the oldest,
continuously occupied adobe site
in the state of California. Harry
Kennedy '51 retired from the
Tulare County Library in Visalia.
Kenneth E. Biery '52 andJ.
Donovan Dean '52 have also
retired from their positions as
principal of Hamilton Elementary
School in Pasadena and Counselor
at California High in Whittier,
respectively. Billie Jean (Hall)
Malaperdas '52 reports that both
she and her husband have retired
after 35 years of teaching, and now
spend their time traveling, golfing
and enjoying their new grandson.
Nadine (Hambarian) Emerzian '53,
Class Agent, has this report. Dr.
Jared H. Tucker '53 is still
practicing anesthesiology in West
Covina, but plans to retire next
year. He has one granddaughter
and his hobbies include square
dancing, RVing and gardening.
Helen (Fiondella) Swindt '53
recently took an expedition cruise
to Chile, Easter Island, Tierra del
Fuego and Antarctica. Robert
O'Brien '53 is director of

1950s
Class Agents: John Price '50, Jim
Stecklein '51, Peggy L. (Gossom)
Ford '52, Dick Walters '52, Nadine
(Hambarian) Emerzian '53, Beverly
(Kohn) Pierno '54, Jane (Soderberg)
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admissions for the school of
business at UCSD. Beverly
(Edwards) Deshler '53 taught
elementary school and Head Start
in Anaheim and Pasadena until
1975, then began her second career
selling real estate in New York. Her
husband David '52 teaches adult
education, and they have one
grandson. Robert C. Carlson '53,
father of four and grandfather of
six, retired after 31 years in public
education as teacher and principal,
and now works for the California
Youth Authority as a high school
teacher. Velma (Sills) Dippold '53 is
still a kindergarten teacher, is active
in church, scouts, a children's antidrug program, and recently
celebrated her 30th anniversary.
Rodney Burroughs '53 has retired
from his position as salesman at
Eastman Kodak in Walnut Creek.
Marjorie (Conley) Aikens '54 sings
with the California Symphony
Chorale in Palm Springs. Joan
(Dreyer)Jessup '54 has a new
granddaughter. Ralph Montgomery
'54 tells us he has retired from his
teaching position in New York.
Class Agent Jane (Soderberg)
Gothold '55 sends us this news
from her classmates. Richard
Ferguson '54 celebrated his 25th
wedding anniversary this past year,
and continues to teach and coach
volleyball at Simi Valley High
School. Margot Coons '54 is a selfemployed educational consultant
working throughout California,
improving individual school
districts. Dr. Jeremy Chittum '54 is
still practicing dentistry in
Whittier, owns a car wash and a
booth in an antique mall, and
spends his spare time exercising,
weight-lifting and doing aerobics.
Gloria (Franzer) Springer '54 lives
in the small, rural town of
Wheatland, where she teaches
kindergarten on Beale Air Force
Base, and plans to retire with her
husband Lee in three years. Tom
Konovaloff'55 resides in Fair Oaks
with his wife Judy, and is currently
president of A-K Associates, a
Sacramento/D.C. government
relations firm; and he is also a
partner with the Garrett Group and
The Badham with additional
offices. Robert Odle '55 plans to
retire soon from teaching, and
plays a great deal of music, in
addition to owning his own

instrument repair business. Charles
Earl '55 has resumed college
teaching, after working in textile
research and operating a small
chemical company in South
Carolina. Donna (Hughes)
Longman '55 has settled into a
leisurely life of playing tennis and
acting as an office manager in her
husband's dental office, after 15
years of teaching and a few years of
selling real estate. Bob Franz '55
has spent the past 25 years with
IBM, a company which recently
promoted him to application
development manager, and boasts
four grandchildren. Pat Cheatley
'55 plans to retire soon from his
job of 28 years in sales

is retiring from speech and special
education teaching, and moving to
Laguna. Mary (Powell) Deits '57
has consulted at Canyon Ranch
Health Resorts and Spas for three
years, and recently became
director of biofeedback services,
stress management for corporate
executives. Margaret Davis '57 was
cited for making Fullerton College
softball one of the most successful
junior college programs in the
country, after spending 28 years as
coach. Jon '57 and Juley (Smoyer)
Scharer '57 have spent a life of
teaching, enjoying their children,
camping all over the U.S., hiking,
etc. Jon says retirement from the
San Bernardino County Schools as
assistant supertintendent of
instruction isn't too far off. Richard
Kaylor '57 is president of
Synchronal Corporation in New
York. Louis J. Vedova '59 is teacher
and coach at California High
School in Whittier.

and has now returned to remodel
his house in Baja California.
Debbie (Rice) Fairbanks '55 is
retiring from teaching this year
after 29 years, at which time she
and her husband Bert will spend
two and a half years in Europe
where he is working on a NATO
project. Carolyn (Matsuda) Drake
'55 was chosen by the Masonic
Lodge as 'Teacher of the Year"
after retiring from teaching with
the Paradise Unified School
District, and is now part-owner of
an antiques and collectibles
business. She and her husband
Tom recently traveled to Hawaii,
Japan, England and the Caribbean.
Vic Cantelmo '55 is finishing 34

1960s
Class Agents: Wayne Harvey '60,
Gary Goodson '61, Alan C.
Davidson '62, Gail (Ziebarth)
Davidson '63, John Crow '64,
Kenneth Hunt '65, Iry Hoffman '66,
Jane Burbank '67, Penny (Cams)
Fraumeni '68, Tallien Perry '69
Class Agent Wayne Harvey '60
updates us with the following
information on the Class of '60.
College remains big in Tom Pasqua's
'60 life, as his children continue and
complete their college careers, and
as he teaches at Southwestern
College and collaborates on a
textbook. Gwen (Vaden) Woirhaye
'60 recently spent a nine-month
sabbatical in Britain, tracing Quaker
origins and literary connections all
over the United Kingdom. Garrett
Allison '60 is a claim administrator
for Fremont Reinsurance Company
in San Francisco. Doug Shamberger
'60 is director of library services at
Yuba College. Ardis Williams '60 is
a school psychologist in the Madera
School District, has four adult
children, two grandchildren and a
31-year marriage to wife Kathryn.
Richard Wunder '60 continues as
library director of Westminster
College of Salt Lake City, sings in
the Salt Lake Vocal Ensemble, is a
member of several nuclear-protest
groups and spends summer
weekends doing outdoor sports in

At Whittier's first basketball reunion are (1 to r) current
basketball coach Dave Jacobs, former coach Aubrey
Bonham, and Ivan Guevara '59.
management at 3M, to spend more
time with his wife Barbara, their
two children, and golfing. Maurice
"Maury" Hoag '55 has closed his
real estate office in Long Beach
after 15 years of business, and
spends his time now working with
the Boy Scouts. Adolph R.
Occhipinti '55 is planning
retirement soon after 29 years of
service for the Department of
Defense as contracts price
analyst/negotiator, to enjoy his five
children and five grandchildren.
Zell (Allerdings) Greene '55 is still
teaching in La Canada, and is
looking forward to retirement in a
few years. Dr. Bill Greene '55
recently spent two summer
months teaching at a U.S.
international university in London,

years ofteachingandadministration,
and is presently principal of
Rosamond High School and
Hamilton Junior High. Susanne
(Swanson) Burger '55 continues
her position at Cal Poly as associate
vice president for student support
programs; in addition, she also
serves as the campus educational
equity officer and enrollment
manager. Reverend Donna L.
(Nelson) Van Buren '56 is serving
as chaplain at an in-patient drug
and alcohol treatment center for
adolescents in Nashville, TN, and
spent last Christmas with her
family in Sweden where her
daughter is in school. James
Michaelson '56 has retired after 31
years as a teacher at Arroyo High
School. David G. Woods '56
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Southern Utah. Joella (Schmiedt)
Schlotthauer '60 is a medical
technologist at Pathology Medical
Group in Pomona, and recently
enjoyed a European holiday with
her husband Vernon. Ken Stine '60
recently resigned as vice
president/general manager of
Whatman Labsales and Chemtrix to
start up a company of his own,
Stineways, Inc., which produces
and services direct response
catalogs targeted at the U.S.
scientific market. Dick Cate '60 has
been director of guidance for the
Coast High School District in
Cambria for the past 19 years, and
lives near Hearst Castle with his
wife Marcelene. Janice (Maraist)
Robinson '60 is still working as
division manager in the Orange
County Health Care Agency,
manages to get in lots of golf, and is
planning a ski trip to Austria this
year. Nancy (McWhinney) Fairbanks
'60 continues her position as
personnel assistant for the Western
Growers Association in Irvine,
while attending UC Irvine for a
personnel certificate and
maintaining a 22-year marriage.
Richard "Dick" '61 and Judith
(Osborn) Kraft '60 still live in
Whittier, but recently spent time in
Europe while Dick did some work
as a member of the board of
directors of the National Council for
the Social Studies. Donald C.
Bishop '61 was named the recipient
of the Lewis Memorial Award as
"Executive of the Year" in the
printing industry by Graphic Arts
monthly magazine. Class Agent
Gary Goodson '61 sends us this
news from the Class of '61. Oscar
'61 and Gail (Stevens)Jimenez '61
report that in connection with
Oscar's position in Japan with Ernst
& Whinney, they have visited
London, Paris, Dusseldorf, Sydney,
Hong Kong, Singapore and Seoul,
and are planning even more
excursions in the coming year.
William "Bill" Johnston '61, three
times a father and twice a
grandfather, spent ten years with
the U.S. Life Corp. and was recently
promoted to senior vice president
of marketing for the Western
division. Dale R. Martin '61 has
lived in Seattle since 1971 with his
wife Martha and owns Growing
Green Gardens, Inc., an interior
plantscape company serving the

Cindy Wiltberger '92 and
Gill Davidson '92 at
Luminarias.

Puget Sound area. Also, both he
and Martha are very involved with
the University of Washington
Department of Athletics. Peggy S.
(Sprout) Olivier '61 manages the
special needs unit for the career
vocation preparation division for
the California State Department of
Education, as well working with
three colleagues to publish a
quarterly newsletter called
Spectrum, which is "an information source for today and
tomorrow." Judy (Stratton) Cooper
'61 is enjoying her second year as
principal of Strawberry Point
Elementary School in Mill Valley.
Marilyn (Hostetler) Hathaway '64
lives in Bethesda, MD and works as
a social worker with the elderly R.
Bradford Johnson '64 is in the
process of developing a new t-shirt
business in Atascadero called RadBad Jersey. Melinda (Stanfield)
Kwong '64 is a physician at the
State University of New York in
Buffalo. Dorcas (Wells) Rodi '64 is
enjoying her "re-entry" position as
director of admissions at the
Francis W. Parker School, a large
co-ed, independent day school in
San Diego. Carolyn L. (Gillingham)
Wiley '65 is retiring from the
savings and loan business, and
plans to help in her husband's
business as bookkeeper in Orcas
Island, WA. Patricia (Mitchell) Bush
'66 has been teaching school for
20 years and raises dairy goats and
horses with her husband Heath in
Washington. Class Agent Iry
Hoffman '66 has also gathered
some information from his class
members. David Kwong '66 is a
podiatrist at the Cleveland
Metropolitan General Hospital in
Cleveland, OH. Billie Jo (Thoburn)
Johnstone '66 works as office
manager in a store that sells satellite
dishes and related consumer
electronics in Enfield, NH. Diane
C. (McCarty) Laedlein '66 has been
elected president of the Hickam Air
Force Base Officers Wives Club this
year, and serves as recording
secretary for the Episcopal Church
Women for Diocese of Hawaii.
Victoria G. (Emigh) Sartwell '66 is
now teaching at Rio Hondo
College. Jane (Kocher) Coleman
'66 is currently living in Phoenix
where her husband Bill owns his
own business, and where she
works as an executive manager for

Service Master, responsible for all
the new accounts west of the
Mississippi. Mary (Ross) Swanson
'66 moved with her husband of 20
years, Wayne, to the banks of a
river outside Tampa, FL, where she
could maintain her position as
director with GTE Data Services.
Dr. Richard Wulfsberg '66 has
several achievements under his belt
including an internal medicine
practice in Encino, a past position
as chief of staff of Encino Hospital
and president of a district of the
Los Angeles County Medical
Association. Class Agent Jane
Burbank '67 keeps us posted with
this from the Class of '67. Lisette
(Scholl) Mitchell '67 has recently
remarried, continues her
hypnotherapy practice and is
planning to publish a book soon
on using hypnosis to improve
eyesight, called HypnoVision.
Frank J. Fagan '67 works as a
controller for Cal Star in Firebaugh.
Richard M. Steers '67 is a professor
at the University of Oregon in
Eugene, OR. Jean (Marshburn)
Sloan '67 is in her 14th year of
working for Giant Food, Inc., a
major grocery chain in the
Washington, D.C. area. Mary
(Sydnor) Stanton '67 enjoys her life
working for the library, and says it
keeps growing and moving forward
with technology. Virginia (Randles)
Simeral '67 says she's busy trying
to keep up with her husband Larry
and their two sons, and is about to
complete a five-year course through
Bible Study Fellowship. Bill
Demmin '67 is senior vice
president and chief financial officer
at Monarch Bank in Laguna Niguel,
while his wife Dot (Hodge) '66 is
an office coordinator for an optical
supply company. Jane (Shinoda)
Raketich '67 and her husband
recently had a Japanese student
stay with them during a homestay
program, and in turn, went back
with the student to tour Japan.
Richard Biliman '67, married 18
years, is admissions officer for
Ashland College in Ohio and was
recently appointed director of the
college's alumni student
recruitment program. Robin (Ray)
Raymond '67 is teaching fifth grade
at Murphy Ranch Elementary
School in Whittier and has adopted
two sons. Diane (Hillman) Peter
'67, real estate agent for the past 12
years, is still married to Richard
Peter '63, and they have one

daughter now attending Chapman
College. Bonnie Griffith '67 enjoys
abstract oil painting in a studio
with 30 other artists, while her
husband Chris Bennett is a writer
and producer of videos for
industry and the government.
Sandra (Nielsen) Elkins '67 moved
from Arizona to Cincinnati a year
ago, so her husband could
continue his work in hypersonic
propulsion for General Electric.
Margie (Huckfeldt) Allee '67 is on
staff as pianist at Whittier Area
Baptist Church in Whittier, is
mother of four sons and is hoping
to adopt a daughter soon. Robert
Schenet '68, former deputy news
editor in the Knight-Ridder bureau
in Washington, D.C., has been
named news editor for national and
foreign news at the Seattle PostIntelligencer where he will
supervise coverage of the Pacific
Rim. Class Agent Penny (Cams)
Fraumeni '68 updates us with this
news from the Class of '68. Sherry
(Rockwell) Hedrick '68 is teaching
part-time for the Chapter I reading
program, and recently adopted a
second daughter. Cheryl (Bronn)
Moore '68 just celebrated the 3rd
anniversary of her second retail
store, a women's clothing store
called Something More. Carol R.
Wissmann '68 has just formed her
own advertising company in the
Seattle area. Ron Axtell '68 is
youth athletic chairman for the
Southern California Association of
T.A.C., and is in charge of several
large related events. Karen
(Higgins) '68 and Howard Farer '68
are busied by raising two teenagers,
as well as Howard's job as assistant
athletic director and varisty tennis
coach at Pasadena Polytechnic and
Karen's job as kindergarten teacher
for the San Gabriel School District.
Rosemary (Grembla) Courtright
'68 works as an information
librarian in the central branch of
the Kitsap Regional Library in
Pousbo, WA. Stefanie (Pelton)
Carson '68 is a part-time teacher in
the GATE program for third
through sixth grades, which
develops and teaches math/sciencebased units in a center program.
She and her husband Gene Carson
'66 have two children, Shelbie and
Todd. Chris Hunt '68 is a principal
in the Garvey School District, and
has two children. Carol Simmons
'68 owns her own nationally
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known, mail-order coffee roasting
business in Virginia. Jean McIntosh
'68 has left the LA County
Department of Children's Services
after 20 years' service, to join the
Child Welfare League of America in
Washington, D.C. Judy (Miller)
Quintrall '68 says her full-time job
as mother has involved her in
medical research, serving on
community advisory committees and all kinds of other "more
normal" kids' activities. Nancy
(Corder) Halvorson '68 changed
careers by going back to school
and becoming an intern architect.
Donna (LeQuesne) Roach '69 is a
stockbroker with Payne Webber in
Grass Valley and a mother of four
boys. Linda (Smallen) Ruffner '69
is an auditor for the IRS and a
mother of a five-year-old daughter.
Kathleen Kenny '69 and her
husband David Bracker have been
cited for their outstanding
community involvement in San
Francisco, and have been chosen
by the PAX World Foundation to
meet with key Israeli and
Palestinian political, community
and professional leaders, and
ordinary citizens in an effort to
smooth the Palestinian-Israeli
conflict at every level of society.

1970s
Class Agents: Carol (Dilella) Burgess
'70, Alexander Defeo '71, Marilyn
Came '72, Terry Thormodsgaard '72,
Stan Smith '73, Christina (Gandolfo)
Hickey '74, Luann (Leal) MacDonald
'75, Pete Makowski '76, Kevin
Brady '77, Mary (Morgan) McCarthy
'77, Lisa (Kellogg) Monies '78
Class Agent Carol (Dilella) Burgess
'70 sends us this news from the
Class of '70. Ellen (Lundberg) Peck
'70 has moved back to Whittier
after 15 years, but continues to teach
in the Alhambra School District.
Steven Herrington '70 is a school
superintendent in the El Dorado
Hills area, currently overseeing the
construction of another elementary
school in the district. Glenn
Schumacher '70 is presently
working as coordinator of psychological services and research for
the Hemet Unified School District,
was elected to the board of directors
for the California Association of
School Psychologists, and was

recently appointed liaison to the
California Teachers Association's
Special Education Coordinating
Committee. Regina (Rosenthal)
Rossall '70 works for the Westside
Union School District as director of
educational services and as principal
of Valley View School, while her
husband Pat Rossall '69 is an agent
for State Farm Insurance. Elaine
(Escobar) Cox '69 is busy teaching
first grade in Fullerton, raising her
two children and owning and
operating Country Cousins Boutique. Jay Randall "Randy" Seelye
'70 is copy desk chief at the Press
Democrat in Santa Rosa, and was
just awarded first place for front
page design by the California
Newspaper Publisher's Association.
He started his career as editor of
the Quaker Campus in 1969-70.
Melissa (Otte) Colfiesh '70 just
received her doctoral degree in
sociodemographics, a study of information processing perspective
analysis, from Trevecca Nazarene
Academy. Reverend Bob Kenage
'70, married with three children,
has begun as full-time Protestant
Chaplain with the State of California
Youth Authority for the Fred C.
Nelles School in Whittier. Christina
(Miller) Durham '70 and her husband Stephen have been remodeling
their Burbank home. Jill (Ferguson)
Naylor '70 and her husband Stephen
C. Naylor '75 are busy with their
three children, ages six, four and
two, and building a new home.
Michelle McCartney '70 is a musician with the Phoenix Boys Choir,
and will travel with them to Japan
this summer. William Sydnor '71
has been a counselor at Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo since 1981, and he
and his wife Jayme are busy
with their son and daughter. Michael
R. Tausig '71 recently assumed a
new position as dean of planning
and development for Mt. San jacinto
College. Laurielynn (Jackson)
Barnett-Keane '72 was recently
remarried to William Keane.
Yvonne (Crissy) Both '71 has made
a recovery from her seven-year
bout with Rheumatoid Arthritis,
and has now moved to a lovely
new "fixer-upper" in Olivenhain.
Millie Kronfly '72 was recently
featured in Los Angeles Times
Magazine for her work as manager
for Rockwell's Space Transportation
Systems Division and her consequential involvement with the
NASA space shuttle program,

given to undocumented aliens attempting to attain citizenship
through the Amnesty Program, in
her two books entitled "Look at
the U.S." She also maintains her
position as an El Monte school
teacher. Rex Grigg '76 has become
an outside sales representative for
Kelly-Goodwin Hardwood in
Portland, OR. David '77 and
Josephine (Vella) Gonsalves '77 are
celebrating the 10th anniversary of
their construction firm, Gonsalves
Construction & Development.
John R. Aliberti '77 is a social
worker for Orange County. Daniel
Stewart '77 is the advertising director for the News Times in Danbury,
CT. John Pilkington '78 reports
that he is the assistant controller at
Harding Lawson Associates in
Novato. Rex G. Hoover '78 tells us
that some of his latest activities include a couple of Windjammer
cruises in the Caribbean, becoming
a certified diver and a black belt in
Karate. Deborah (Banks) Brodhag
'79 has moved to Japan to be with
her new husband, who is on tour
of duty on a diesel submarine; and
has been given the chance to travel
to China to visit her parents. Since
his graduation in '79, Edwin Keh has
worked in a Vietnamese refugee
camp in Hong Kong, lobbied for
refugee resettlement to the U.S. in
Washington, D.C., and finally settled in Hong Kong as a general
manager for Perrier, Inc.

specifically the Challenger. Robert
N. Shirley '72 has spent 12 years in
New Zealand, a time in which he
worked seven years as a clinical
biochemist, and then was offered
the job of setting up an agricultural
laboratory where he tests soil and
plant tissue for nutrient status.
Class Agent Marilyn Came '72 tells
us the following from the Class of
'72. Lynda (Apidgian) Rutherford
'72 is living in Downey as a retired
speech specialist for the Downey
School District, is married to Gary,
an elementary school principal,
and is mother of two. Chris Ling
'72 and Pat Lee '72 have moved to
the Portland area where Pat works
for a regional planning organization
known as Metro, and where Chris
runs her wholesale houseware
business, Just An Idea. They are
also in the process of building a
new home for themselves and their
two pre-school children. DonnaJ.
Brand '73 has been promoted to
Commander in the U.S. Navy, and
is currently on the intelligence support staff for joint chiefs of staff in
Bowie, MD. Shuzo Yumanto '73
obtained his M.A. in sociology at
UC Davis in 1977, in the same year
went back to his native Tokyo to
work as a business consultant for
U.S. and European corporations,
and in 1986 began working for
Warburg Investment Management
in Japan. Dr. Peter C. Rakestraw '74
has completed his internship in
large animal medicine at the Littleton Large Animal Clinic in Colorado, and is currently in his second year of residency in large
animal surgery at Cornell University. Jacqueline (Davis) Lakey '74
was one of several 1987-88 recipients
of the Psychologist of the Year
Award for California unified school
districts. Elain Clough-Kray '74
retired years ago from corporate
work, this year began a "cottage
business," and enjoys her life as
wife to Steven and mother of two.
Diane P. (Pettus) Al-Hamad '75 has
recently returned to the U.S. from
Kuwait with her three sons, while
her husband remains in Kuwait
"taking care of business." Craig R.
Wilson '75 received his M.A. in executive management from Claremont Graduate School, and has
since transferred and been promoted to district manager in
Houston. Carole Cross '76 was
recently featured in the San Gabriel
Valley Tribune for the help she has

1980s
Class Agents: James Pigott '80,
Susan Hathaway '81, Kevin Buckel
'82,
Roch Spalka '82, Art Valeriano
Selina Memedova'84, Nick Franz
'83,
'
85,Jeni (Bradley) Keilty '86, Glenn
Rothenberg '87, Kevin Burke '88
William Fuentes '81 informs us that
he is a claims administrator for
Colen & Lee, Inc., in Diamond Bar.
Ralph McDonald Dayton '81 has
changed companies and now works
for Piper, Jaffray & Hopwood, Inc.,
in their Minnesota office. Cathy
Ortiz '81 recently donated two
flags to the college, honoring her
father Lewis Ortiz. Class Agent Roch
"Rocky" Spalka '82 tells us that
Molly Hartman '82 recently began
a new career with Medata, Inc., as a
trainer for insurance companies
using Medata's computer system,
designed for medical cost-
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containment. A year ago, John
Fischback '82 was in Banff directing
several new opera works, and has
since returned to direct a video and
to create the first draft of The Medicine Wheel, a ritual opera cycle of
four pieces based on a Native
American medicine ritual. John himself is involved in Shamanism,
which has led him to travel and to
"a better understanding of Native
North America." Doug Konovaloff
'82 is a senior financial analyst with
Delta Dental Plan of California, and
this past year bought a house with
his wife of six years Diane
(Rodriguez) Konovaloff '83. George
Wilson IV '83 coached the diving
team at WC from 1983 to 1987, while
continuing to compete himself in
U.S. Diving. During this time, he
won two national championships
and recently returned from Australia
with two world championships. He
now lives in Tokyo and travels to
Korea and Taiwan to manage the
export automobile market for
American Honda Motor Company,
Inc. Ann Thompson '83 finished
her M.D. at the University of British
Columbia, completed her internship
in Nova Scotia, is doing locums in
British Columbia next year and is
planning a trip to Australia, New
Zealand and South East Asia in
1990. Class Agent Art Valeriano '83
has gathered this news from the
Class of '83. Roger Simpson '83 is
completing a dual Ph.D. in social
work and sociology at the
University of Michigan, and hopes
to follow his schoolwork with
employment at a major school of
social work. Steve '83 and Kathy
(Weber) Weston '83 have just
moved into their home in Renton,
WA. Steve has also been promoted
to mortgage specialist of the
Security Pacific Bank in Seattle,
while Kathy works for TRW as their
programmer in the Seattle office.
Richard Knowland '83 and his
wife Christine are enjoying their
new son, have done some
traveling, and Richard is an
associate with the planning/landscape architecture firm of Florian
Martinez Associates in Tustin.
Cynthia Barajas '84 informs us that
she has moved to Colton and is now
Mrs. Garcia. Troy Greenup '84 has
taken a new job as senior
programmer/analyst for M.J. Brock,
a land developing company in
Glendale. Lt. Dave Fowler '84 is
currently embarking on a six-month

In Memoriam
Services were held in March for Marine Corps fighter
pilot Major Sam Gary Cordova'65, whose remains
were identified and returned after he was on the
missing-in-action (MIA) list from the Vietnam War for
more than 16 years.

underwater journey on a U.S. Naval
submarine. Sarah Maim '85 is a
pricing specialist at Evans and
Sutherland in Salt Lake City. Ronene
"Ronnie" Ettinger '85 informs us
that she is doing well in New York
City as she works for a personnel
firm called Tiger, Inc., and that she
recently represented WC at the
inauguration of the new president
of Hunter College. Julie Ernst '85
received her M.D. from the University of Arizona and has begun her
residency in pediatrics at Good
Samaritan Hospital in Phoenix.
Kevin Osborn '87, a second year
law student at Northwestern University, has been named editor-in-chief
of the university's Law Review.
Diane Schoensiegel '87 has a new

Births (continued)
To Brian '79 and Maureen (McGeever) Aprill '79, a son, James Devin,
January 2, 1989, a brother for Joseph Patrick.
To John G. Lejay '80 and his wife Sandy, a son, John Lejay II, a brother to
Amber.

job working for Visa/Master Card
as a sales representative. Rajina
Singh '87 spent last year studying
Mandarin Chinese on a Rotary
Scholarship, is currently working
for the government of Taiwan in
their environmental protection
association, and is contemplating
law school. Emmanuel Vitrac '88
has returned to Paris to enter into
the second year of a three-year
business program, and heads a
program in teaching English as a
foreign language. Michael Tusken
'88 reports that he has been working
as a financial analyst at the Western
representative office of Banco di
Napoli, an Italian bank, since
November; and is planning his future
life as a graduate student.

To Susan (Kagan) Van Campen '80 and her husband Fritz, a son, Joey, Spring
of 1988, a brother for Erin.
To Debbie (Fox) Eytcheson '81 and her husband Dennis, a son, David
William, June 27, 1988, a brother to Danny.
To Maria (Miller) McNeill '81 and her husband Cohn, a daughter, Diana
Christine, December 24, 1988.
To Christopher Knowland '83 and his wife Louise, a son, Christopher
Michael, Jr.
To Richard Knowland '83 and his wife Christine, a son, Daniel Adams,
February 23, 1989.
To Ellen (Feldman) Singer '84 and her husband Roger, a daughter Jessica
Susan, January 27, 1989.
To Tom '87 and Jeni (Bradley) Keilty '86, a son, Conor Bradley, November
29, 1988.

Marriages
Barbara A. Hoeven '71 to Carl R. Faulkner, Jr., August 31, 1984.
David Roussel '74 to Ramona Ybarra, September 3, 1988.

In Memoriam

Mary Ann McKenzie '78 to Scott Richmond.
Laura Klein '79 to Frank Mosqueda, February 6, 1988.

1927 Marjorie (Russell) Heilborn, July 5, 1988
1928 Rosella (Hopp) Lowry, notified March 1989

Dwayne L. Morrison '80 to Analyn Rollan '82.
Diane (Hockett) York '81 to Richard Lawrence, December 1988.
Kris McAllister '83 to Robert M. Turner II, December 3, 1988.
Jeffrey Laughlin '84 to Theresa Supple, December 10, 1988.

1931
1932
1932
1933
1934
1935
1937

1919 Emma (Setzer) Cox, November 22, 1988

Laura Kathleen Vautrin '85 to John Ross Baker, August 27, 1988.
Darlene McLean '87 to Lyle Hanson, December 17, 1988.
Laura Hoyt '88 to Carl Berringer, December 3, 1988.
Rosana Gomez '88 to William Robert Meisterling.

Edith K. (Swing) Chambers, July 6, 1987
Doris W. (Weaver) Gontier, December 1987
Nell H. Read, November 24, 1988
Eleanor (Wheatland) Comroe, notified March 1988
Mary (Haven) Mullen, January 25, 1989
Harriet (Menker) Robinson, April 29, 1988
Doris E. (Crofoot) Krebs, notified March 1989

1937 Donald Edwin Shively, January 12, 1989
1937 Dean Lavern Shively, January 22, 1989
1938 Flora D. (Dunham) Coates, July, 1987
1939 Jack Schell, November 11, 1987
1940 Josephine (Willis) Switzer, notified March 1989
1942 Jeanne F. (Miller) Clay, January 3, 1989
1942 William 0. Rouzer, October 26, 1988
1947 William H. Peckham, January 1, 1989

Corinne M. Bineau '88 to Don Hutchens, December 17, 1988.

Births
To Sharon E. (Harvey) Holz '75, a son, Justin William Holz, July 22, 1988.
To Dave Kruger '70 and his wife Christina, a daughter, Kimberly Christina,
July 26, 1988.
To William Sydnor '71 and his wife Jayme, a daughter, Sara Marie, February
26, 1989, a sister for Thomas Edward.

1947
1950
1951
1951
1951

To Nancy (Evans) Gibson '73 and her husband Mark, a son, Jared Mark,
January 14, 1989.
To Frances (Von Seggern) Bach '73 and her husband Phil, a daughter Amy
Christine, October 28, 1988, a sister for Julie.
To Ann Haruki '75 and her husband Ed Pinedo, a daughter, Andrea Michi,
August 15, 1988, a sister for Jaime.
To Carrie (Ceniseroz) '75 and her husband Jon Rothman, a son Ian Isaac
Ceniseroz Rothman, December 26, 1988.
To Patrick J. Bormann '78, a son, Trevor Patrick, September 2, 1988.
To Sandra (Enge) Rubeck '78 and her husband Larry, a son, Gregory Wayne,
December 25, 1988, a brother to Nicole Renee.

Emmett M. Wade, Jr., December 5, 1988
Everett Lee Taylor, December 14, 1988
Mildred (Daigh) Cheshire, notified April 1989
Ruth E. Richwine, notified April 1989
Clifford V. Wellington, notified December 1988

1952 Zoe Anne Honn, notified March 1989
1953 Frances M. (McElwain) Ervin, November 21, 1988
1954 Maren A. Leonard, notified March 1989
1955 Joyce A. (Phillip) Summerfelt, notified February 1989
1956 Robert D. Chancy, November 6, 1988
1961 Dr. David W. McPhetres, November 1987
1975 Laverne (Neeley) Harris, notified February 1989

To Joyce (Naumann) Van Cott '79 and her husband Charles '81, a daughter,
Courtney Christine, August 23, 1988.
To Pam Patterson '79, a son, Alexander Patterson Dracup, a brother for Sean.
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